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Introduction

Competences, whether individual or collective, are an essential asset for any business,
and they create the foundation for accomplishing tasks. However, competences
themselves are not sufficient, instead, more important is the management of competences for assigning competences purposefully. In projects, the significance of
competences and their management is emphasized even further when the project
nature is temporary.
This study examines the internal IT unit of a Finnish public company operating
in the ICT business and its projects. The IT unit is responsible for maintaining
and developing organization’s internal applications and services with quality and
cost-efficiency. The most significant and complex developments are executed as
projects.
During the past few years the case company has undergone many changes such
as mergers, acquisitions and outsourcing. These changes have increased the amount
of different tools and ways of working. On the other hand, competences found inside
the company have decreased.
The projects of IT unit and the competences needed in those are very diverse
compared to projects in many other industries [33, p. 50-52]. Although all the
projects contain IT or are related to IT, projects are often actually more internal
development projects with a pinch of IT than purely that kind of IT projects which
are usually regarded as IT projects (e.g. software development projects etc). Internal
development projects often cause some problems concerning the resources, schedules
and budget allocated to these project.
The main research objective in this study focuses on the management of competences in single projects. The overall objective is divided into three research
questions:
RQ1. How and how well are the required competences in the projects recognized?
RQ2. How are the required competences acquired and ensured for every project?
RQ3. What is the role of different people and groups in managing competences:
project manager, steering group, portfolio management group, line managers?
The objective of the research is to investigate ways in which competences are
managed in the projects of the case company’s IT unit, and the related problems.
Competence management includes understanding of the competences needed in
projects, and acquiring and ensuring the needed competences.
The empirical part of this study is divided into two phases: practices in project
activities in general, and competence management in projects. First, overall understanding of the IT unit and its project activities is acquired through exploring general
practices, challenges and successes in projects. Objective of this first phase is to
detect the largest areas of improvement. Second, the study is focused on competence
management.
The study is limited to only the projects which are owned by the case company’s
IT unit and started during January 2014 and May 2015. The projects examined
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are taken as given, without questioning if they should be projects or not. Chosen
projects are studied from the single project perspective, and any program or portfolio
level findings are acknowledged but their root causes are not addressed.
The study is divided into five parts: the first examines project, competence and
competence management literature, the second introduces research material and
methods, the third describes the case, the fourth presents findings, and the fifth
draws conclusions.

3

2

Projects and competence

In this chapter, the literature related to this study is reviewed. To clarify the review
and points of view presented in it, the chapter is divided into two separate parts:
projects and competences.
First, the basics of projects are described. To start with, the definition of the
project is offered and people and parties participating the project and their roles
are introduced. Thereafter, project management is more deeply discussed. Lastly
the environment the project is in, is viewed. On the basis of that is pondered, what
are the effects of the environment on the project and vice versa. Also the special
features of IT projects are presented in a separate sub chapter.
Second in this chapter, the competence point of view is discussed. Competences
are first handled in general to achieve the whole picture. Mostly, however, competence
part focuses in project environment. After defining competences, managing those
competences in project environment is described.

2.1

Basics of projects

At first, the concept of project should be explained. It is not simple, because
it is multidimensional. Few definitions from literature are gathered below in the
following order: Project Management Institute’s (PMI) Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBOK), Artto et al who has written a textbook about project business,
and Schwalbe who has written a much-cited book of IT project management.
– “A project is a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product,
service, or result. The temporary nature of projects indicates that a project
has a definite beginning and end.” [17]
– “A project is a unique entity formed of complex and interrelated activities,
having a predefined goal that must be completed by a specific time, within
budget, and according to specification.” [3]
– “A project
–
–
–
–
–

has a unique purpose.
is temporary.
requires resources, often from various areas.
should have a primary customer or sponsor.
involves uncertainty.”[33]

As can be seen, project can be defined in many slightly different ways. However,
there are some common factors in definitions: A project is unique and temporary. It
has a defined time period, which means it has a clear beginning and end. Also, it
has a predefined goal that can be a product, service or result.
Already the first characteristic, uniqueness, makes project and working with
and through them special and demanding. A predefined time period and goal only
increase the speciality and demands of a project.
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Project organization
Because a project is always unique and temporary, there is also a temporary project
organization for executing the project. A project organization is usually formed at
least from a project team, a steering group and a customer [3, p.223]. In this thesis,
project owner (later only owner) is the word used to mean the customer. Besides
these parties, projects often have also some experts, who are not within the project
team, but can help in more demanding or special tasks, which are not the main
task in the project. Project often has also other persons or parties, for example
competitors or end users, that they affect or by whom the project is affected. Here,
they are called stakeholders.
The organization for a project exists only the time the project is on-going.
Occasionally people assigned to the project organization can also work in some other
projects or make the line work at the same time. This is further discussed in chapter
2.1.2.
Each person and party has its own role in the project organization:
A project team is led by a project manager (PM) and is responsible for
executing the project as planned. Besides the PM, project team has several members,
which are responsible for conducting different tasks for the project. These tasks vary
from project to project. [3, p. 30]
Owner and steering group
There were multiple words for the owner in literature. Mostly sponsor or customer
were used ([17], [3]), but in this study owner is the chosen word. According to PMBOK
an owner can be a person or a group. Its duty is to provide resources, support and
promote the project. It is also the party which is responsible for project success. In
initiating phase, it is the owner who is in charge of leading. Also after the project is
closed, it is the owner who is responsible for transferring the deliverables from the
project into the business.
Steering group was rarely mentioned in any foreigner studies, mostly because
the word ’sponsor’ was so often used to describe the whole group ([24], [6], [17]).
Also project management team was used to describe steering group (and PM) [3].
However, in Finnish studies ([13], [20]) there were also mentions of the group as a
steering group or committee. Steering group can be either internal in an organization
or have customer representatives. A steering group and its tasks can be divided
in different ways, but as a whole however, its duties are to supervise, control and
support the project besides making decisions concerning the project and its progress.
Members of the steering group should have time, competence and interest besides of
capability to influence the requirements and progress of the project.[3, p. 253]
Traditionally the owner has been seen as the leader of the project (defining and
following the business case and targets), but Sauer et Reich [32] in their study of IT
management changes noticed, that nowadays PMs are increasingly identifying with
the business related issues and taking part on the ownership of the project goals.
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The relationships between these participants and their duties can be seen in
Figure 1. It describes how the owner with other steering group members forms the
steering group, PM together with project team members forms the project team and
how the PM works between steering group and project group.

Figure 1: Project organization. Created on the basis of [3] and [17]

As a remark is mentioned, that in the literature a project organization can have
multiple meanings. Toney [35] and Vartiainen [36] mean by a project organization
any kind of organization, which works mainly through projects. In this meaning
a project organization refers to the whole organization. On the other hand, when
discussing from the single project point of view, a project organization is a temporary
organization created for the single project, that exists only while the project is
on-going and defines the roles for the participants in the project [3] and [17]. In this
study, focus is in particular on the latter one i.e. when speaking about a project
organization, the temporary organization for a single project is meant. If otherwise,
it is mentioned separately.
2.1.1

Project activities and project management

In Finnish, there is a single word ‘projektitoiminta’ which includes all the matters
related to projects in an organization. There is no unambiguous term for that in
English but in this thesis, it is described with term project activities.
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Figure 2: Concept map about project activities. PMO in support functions denotes
the project management office.
Figure 2 as a concept map shows that project activities are composed of single
projects, management of the activities and support functions, but not the relationship
of components, which is later presented in Figure 3.
Support functions include all the functions that are in use in an organization and
which main task is to support project activities, for example the project management
office (PMO). A PMO can have varying roles depending on the organization and its
needs: it can act for example in a supporting, supervising or information sharing
role. [3, p.294].
According to PMBOK [17, p. 7], management of project activities can be divided
into four different management types, which are project management, program
management, portfolio management and organizational project management. They
all have their specific duties, which are described next.
Organizational project management supports company’s strategic goals and
utilizes management levels below by linking them with organizational enablers [17,
p. 7]. Project was already described earlier in this chapter. Project management
develops and implements the plan to achieve a specific scope of the project [17, p.
7]. Project management institute (PMI) defines project management as follows:
“ Project management, then, is the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and
techniques to project activities to meet the project requirements.” [2] Many studies
see project management as a boosting factor in project success. Though, according
to Munns and Bjeirmi properly done project management can not prevent the project
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from failing, but it may better conditions for success [23]. Many diverse project
management models and methodologies exists: they are based on different aspects
and points of view: agile methods on rabid iterations, Prince2 on processes and
waterfall on thorough planning [17]. Traditional project management bases on five
processes and ten knowledge areas. The five processes are related to the phases of
the project: initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and controlling, and closing.
Ten knowledge areas in turn are: integration, scope, time, cost, quality, procurement,
human resource, communications, risk and stakeholder management.[17, p. 1, 60]
According to [3, p.303] a program is, like a project, a temporary organization,
which has a specifically defined goal. How it differs from the project, is that a program
includes multiple projects, which start and end at their own speed, but the program is
not completed until every project in it is finished. Program management harmonizes
all the single projects included in the program and controls interdependencies between
them [17, p. 7].
Still according to Artto, a portfolio then, is a permanent organization, which
consists of multiple projects and programs. Although a portfolio does not have a
end, it can change within the changes of the whole organization and its strategy.
Elonen et Artto [13] in their study found definition for a project portfolio from earlier
studies, which see portfolio as a group of projects competing for scarce resources
and having the same owner. Portfolio management is led by a portfolio management
group (PMG), which selects the programs and projects to start, prioritizes, and
provides the resources for single projects and programs [17, p. 7]. The objective of
these tasks is to balance the portfolio, to maximize its value, and to combine it to
the strategy of the organization [7].
The difference between program and portfolio is naturally the size but actually
more specifically the interdependencies: portfolio only gathers together the programs
and projects under the same owner, but program includes only the projects, which
are tightly related and can be managed together also otherwise than from the human
resources point of view. Figure 3 shows the simplified relationships between a
portfolio, a program and a project, and their management.

Figure 3: Projects, programs and portfolios. [17]
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2.1.2

Special features of IT projects

IT projects and project management differs somewhat from many other industries
and their projects as described next.
According to Schwalbe (2004) the difference can be explained with a few points.
Firstly, the diversity in possibilities and people is huge. Not only the amount of
different hardware and software creates diversity, but also there are often many people
with different competences and expertise with specified positions in the project. It is
not automatic that people with same job title, for example programmer, can perform
the same work tasks due to a huge amount of different hardware and software.
Further, these specialized competences fragment the work of an IT project, if many
of special areas are needed. It also makes the forming and leading the project team
harder. [33, p. 50–52]
Also, the role of IT is a bit different compared to many other industries: often it
is actually meant to support other industries and business functions, which makes
the knowledge from these supported areas also essential. This highlights diversity
of project team members even more. Schwalbe also mentions IT as a “new” field
compared to many others, which means new cases, problems and solutions and a not
so formed basis for the projects.
Sauer et Reich in their study [32] of changes in IT project management and its
mindset bring forward several IT specific issues. Firstly based on previous studies,
they believe that IT project management has become more and more challenging
over the years mostly based on same thoughts presented by Schwalbe above that are
diversity, specialized competences and the supportive role. Secondly they found out
in their own study some signs, which supported this change. Those findings were
related to increased strategic and operational importance of IT projects, speed of
change in business due to competition, current view of seeing also IT more as an
investment, and also a current view, where IT is more understood overall and not
kept as an issue of IT departments and suppliers alone any more.
The issues presented above about IT’s diversity and role as a support function give
some hints that especially IT projects, their management and success have become
even more significant nowadays. They also highlight the importance of competences
and their management in IT projects even more.
2.1.3

A project in relationship to its environment

By executing some of the work as projects and by forming temporary project teams
for them, can be an effective way for organization’s management to emphasize some
actions [3, p. 233]. Even if a project and a project organization are temporary and
presented earlier in chapter 2.1 through their definitions as quite simple entities, that
is not the whole picture. Actually, neither of them is not separately nor together
a single creature which is isolated from the environment, but the environment the
project is in, has a huge effect on it. On the other hand, also the project affects the
environment.
Neither are projects and project environment not the most simple way to work,
because they require also additional work besides the actual tasks due to temporary
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and uniqueness, for example organizational work [28]. Organizational work denotes
here the work needed for founding a new team (project team), dividing roles inside
the team and creating working practices for the team. This kind of team and roles
in it, may not have existed before the project. It makes it essential also for all the
project team members to assimilate own and others’ role and the working methods
of the project as fast as possible in order to work effectively in the project. The role
of the PM as a group leader is pronounced here.
Work through projects and the organizational work gets even more complicated,
when multiple projects are done at the same time or projects are done besides the
line work. Another significant factor affecting the project, rises from the project
organization and the people on it: they can be all from the same parent organization
or they can come from two or even more organizations. Even when coming from one
organization, participants are often from different departments. Next, these additional
challenges are looked deeper from the internal and external human resources points
of view.
Multi-project environment and line work
In the literature, studies of doing multiple projects at the same time or besides
the line work were practically divided into two separate angles: studies of a multiproject environment, in which projects were the prime way of an organization to
work [13], [22], and studies of matrix-organizations, where especially projects were
not highlighted but the divided management was more discussed [14], [16].
In a multi-project environment, the role of portfolios and portfolio management
emphasizes as a prioritizer. If there are some problems, they affect quite straight the
single project level [13]. Matrix organizations in turn, hold on the functional work
and roles but in addition has horizontal doings like projects, products or business
areas. Thanks to this kind of structure, lateral communication, information flow,
flexbility in use of resources, and individual development are increased. On the
other hand, authority is divided and more ambiguity is created, which can cause
conflicts between managers and individuals or their roles and priorities. [14] However,
compared to other organizational designs to be able to conduct the same issues as
in matrix organization, the matrix organization has been shown to be mostly most
effective [16].
Partners and vendors
One very typical feature of project teams is that they consist of people not
only inside the same organization but also outside the organization [24]. Single
projects may have no influence in choosing whether to work with or without external
participants, because all the competences needed in the project may not be found
from inside the organization. Using external human resources poses challenges for
both single project management but also to the whole parent organization and its
actions.
Nelson noticed in his study [24] about failures, mistakes and best practices in IT
project management that earlier studies had stated out more and more problems as
a result of outsourcing and offshoring, which are a part of external resources. These
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problems arose from more distributed, inter-organizational and multi-national team.
When looking from the single project point of view, some points can be noticed, even
if ignoring the multi-nationalism: how known the resources are, how similar are the
ways of act and how well are the processes and practices of the owner organization
known. Internal human resources can be quite well known, they operate more likely
in the same way and know the processes and practices in use. On the other hand,
external human resources are not necessarily known at all, they may operate in a
different way and may not know processes or practices of the owner organization.
Naturally, these issues can be handled by getting to know each other as organizations
(what are the objectives, practices and needs of each other), by building trust, and by
finding the best ways to act together with the existing or new ways. However, this
demands more from the owner organization and the project participants. In addition
to these, for example Sabherwal [30] discusses in his study about opportunism, which
can cause concerns about others’ operating practices.
In a bigger picture, this makes it important for the whole parent organization,
to create well working networks with their partners and vendors participating their
projects. For example Jarillo [18] emphasizes strategic networks, which enables better
performance of all networked organizations and builds trust between them. Trust,
on the other hand, minimizes problems in co-operation and risks on all sides. These
networks also ease actions on a single project level.
Internal and external resources are also heavily related to competences in projects,
which are further discussed in next chapter.

2.2

Competences in projects

This chapter defines competences. First, competences are generally viewed, but
mostly competences in projects are focused on: what competences are needed in
projects from the employee point of view, what about from the project point of view?
2.2.1

Competences in general

To understand how competences can be managed, first should be understood what
competences are. In the literature, two terms are commonly used: competence and
competency, which definitions are quite similar. In this thesis the term competence
is used.
Oxford Dictionaries defines competence as “The ability to do something successfully or efficiently” [1]. In project literature, PMBOK [17, p. 264] defines competency
as having “the skill and capacity required to complete assigned activities within the
project constraints”. Vartiainen [36, p. 53] offers a bit wider view: competence is
result of learning, which has an object and includes ways of acting to reach the
specific target.
Competences can be seen in different ways. Two of these ways are rationalistic
and interpretative. In rationalistic approaches the main idea is that competences are
sets of attributes (knowledge, skills, abilities (KSA) and personal traits), which are
independent of the situation or environment, where the individual is. Rationalistic
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approach is still divided into three sub approaches: worker-oriented, work-oriented
and multimethod-oriented approaches. Worker-oriented reviews the competences
through the attributes of a worker and work-oriented through the attributes of a
work. Multimethod-oriented approach observes attributes of both a worker and work.
On the other hand, interpretative approach does not separate worker and work but
sees them as an entity. In practice, it means that competences cannot be separated
from their environment. [31]
Toney [35, p. 217–218] sees competences as observable and measurable factors
that do not require any interpretation, so Toney’s point of view is very rationalistic.
He also implies that competences rather define what a person should do compared
to what they should know.
Ellström [12] discussed about different views and meanings of occupational competence. The “model” represented by him, is shown in Figure 4. On the left, meanings
for competence seen as an attribute of the individual and on the right, meanings for
competence as job requirements are presented. In the middle, there is a view that
combines the left and right sides and sees competence from the interaction between
individual and job point of view.

Figure 4: Occupational competences and their meanings according to [12].
Ellström’s model complements and explains the approaches presented by Sandberg in the beginning of this subchapter. Even if, this study focuses in particular
occupational competences, it also describes well, how differently competences can be
seen, what the views are and how they can be related to each other.
Crawford [9] developed also a framework (Figure 5), which explains competence
being an entity that consists of features of the individual and on the other hand
of the performance demands. Features include the knowledge and skills, which the
individual can bring to a job, and personality traits, which define actions of the
individual. These together forms the competences, which come from the individual.
Besides that, the performance demands are seen as output competences, and they
describe how well some activities should be conducted.
By keeping these approaches and models in mind, the competences needed in
projects are described in next chapters.
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Figure 5: "Integrated model of competence identifying components of the overall
construct." [9]
2.2.2

Individual and collective competences

According to Vartiainen [36], competences can be individual or collective, or on the
whole organization or company level. In practice, organization or company level
competences and collective competences cannot exist without individual competences.
Also Otala [25, p. 53] agrees with Vartiainen and explains that individual competences
turns into organizational and collective competences while competences of individuals
are shared, combined and developed together and converted into common visions and
actions. Next, individual and collective competences from the project and project
roles point of view are presented.
Individual competences
According to Otala [26] a competence of an individual is formed of own competence
(knowledge, skills, contacts, experience), ability to learn quickly, and organizational
competences and learning. The latest includes other people’s competences, interaction,
collaborative working methods and tools, organizational culture, and leadership.
This point of view is more interpretative while it takes also the environment into
consideration.
In a project context, most studies of the individual competences focused specifically
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on the competences and skills of PM. This is explained for example with study of
Frame [15], who has studied and concluded that the competences of the PM are a
key factor in project success. Besides the significance, the role of the PM in a project
can be also seen as most versatile and at the same time, most stable regardless of the
project. For example the roles and competences of project team members vary much
more. That is why the PM part is a bigger part of this chapter, but in addition,
other individuals of projects are viewed a bit.
All the individual competences are viewed only superficially, because they are
not deeper explored in the empirical part of this study.
Project manager
In several studies [35], [8], [11], [9] is noticed that people management, team
development, communication and ensuring the technical performance are the mostly
needed PM’s competences. Also seen as the competence of PM, project management
is highlighted and it has a huge effect on the success of a project. [8] The success
of a project and its relationship to the competences in projects is further explained
in chapter 2.2.5. One distinguishable point of view in many studies and books was
the PM’s need for interpersonal (also called soft and people) skills, which included
e.g. leadership, communication and political skills. [17, p. 17–18], [33, p. 52–55], [3,
p.213–214] Also [11] found that the human skills affect most the project management
practices.
The roles of a PM as a manager and a substance/technical expert has been also
discussed. Where as El-Sabaa [11] noticed the importance of human skills, technical
skill were least effective. Vartiainen [36] sees that occasionally the roles of a PM and
a technical expert can conflict especially when the size of a project increases. In
bigger projects, e.g. management and leadership take most of the time and attention
of the PM in which case there is no room for tasks demanding substance or technical
experience. Also Shcwalbe (2004)[33, 52–55] in her book brings up the question
from the IT point of view, if PMs should focus on understanding technology more
deeply, or on the other hand focus more on team building and leading the project. In
addition to technical competence, also business competence of PM is widely discussed
according to Schwalbe: PMs should be able to deliver a solution to fulfil business
needs.
As already described in chapter 2.1. and its sub chapters, project environment is
very versatile and unsure compared to for example functional environment. That is
why [11] highlights the meaning of a PM’s own activity to develop oneself and one’s
competences.
Project group members
Instead of the PM, project group members should usually have those substance or
technical competences, which complement each other as well as possible, and which
are needed for the project to perform its tasks and achieve the defined goals. Needed
competences vary depending on the project and its contents, and on roles the team
members have in the project organization and the tasks they are assigned for in the
project. As well as PMs need social skills, also project team members need these
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skills, to be able to work with other people in the project. [36] In IT projects, specific
knowledge and competences of hardware and software are needed [33, p. 52–55].
Owner and steering group members
Steering group and owner were rarely mentioned in any studies, not to mention
their competences. That is why steering group and its competences is later mostly
viewed through the tasks assigned to it. Tasks were already described in chapter
2.1.1.
Collective competences
Collective competences can be divided into organizational and group level competences. Organizational level competences are essential for an organization, because
they usually endure even if individuals in the organization change. Individual competences instead, are much more easily lost. (Turner et Crawford 1994, ref. Ruuska
et al 2003) This makes developing of the organizational competences vital for the
company. However, organizational level competences and their emergence is not
analysed in this study furthermore because of the limitation to the single project
level.
Considering the project level, for example Ruuska et al [28] noticed that mostly the
competences required in projects were actually collective competences. In addition
to traditional project management competences, a shared understanding of the whole
project and its goals together with extensive communication (not only the project
team but also the other participants and stakeholders of the project) are shown to be
crucial for the project to succeed. Also Artto [3, p.233] highlights the collective point
of view, by stating a good project team to be more than the sum of its parts, where
the sum consists of individual people and their competences but also of common
commitment, team spirit and interaction between the members. Also Sudhakar,
Farooq and Patnaik in their study [27] of software development teams discovered from
many earlier studies similar findings: mutual trust and communicational effectiveness
are seen critical in the performance of the team.
Competences from a project point of view
According to Artto [3, p. 28], a project needs project management competences
together with technical, business, and other competences related to the outputs of a
project. These are easily related to individuals and to above described competences
that they should have. However, from the project point of view, it does not matter
who is responsible for what as long as all needed competences are fulfilled.
Vartiainen [36, p. 54-58] sees that in addition to competences of project participants described earlier, a project demands so called critical project competences,
which are strongly related to the project success and affected by the environment
the project is, and to competences needed in different phases (initiating, executing,
finishing) of the project.
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2.2.3

The meaning and effects of competences in project activities

In general, competences are important for many reasons: an individual can fulfil
oneself, carry out tasks named for oneself and develop; an organization can build
the base for working, being an expert and success. By exploiting the individual
competences right, an organization can acquire collective and organization level
competences [36]. This way an organization is not so dependent on individuals
and can survive from the changes in individuals (retiring, job changers etc). Also
individuals benefit from collective competences while they cannot be acquired alone.
Also projects on themselves generate competences that can be exploited by the parent
organization [22].
Competences are also largely related to the success of a project. In a project
environment, the significance of competences is seen for example as a foundation
for successful project management [20], which in turn, is the base for the project
success. Many studies of (IT) project or its management success have been conducted
and when looking at the factors causing failures or boosting success rate, many of
them are related to competences. For example Kappelman et al [19] recognized
in their study of the most significant early warning signs of IT project failure the
twelve risks, all of which were related to people and processes. Same type of risks
were gathered together by Nelson [24], who ranked classic mistakes of IT project
management. These risks discovered by Kappelman and Nelson, were related e.g. to
the bad planning and documenting of the project, weak PM or team issues, lack of
motivation or knowledge and management problems, which all are highly related to
individual and collective competences described before.

2.3

Competence management in projects

As important as having competencies, is management of them. It is not enough to
have competencies but they have to be also used where they are needed on the right
time to get the optimal result.
So, what is competence management in general and what is its role in projects?
In this chapter, competence management is explained first in general, then by taking
the project environment into the account and last from the single project point of
view. The latest is also the most important view in this study, because of the focus
on the single project level.
2.3.1

Competence management in general

According to Berio et al [4], competence management (CM) is the way how competencies (individual and collective) are managed. Berio et al divides CM into four
processes: identification, assessment, acquisition and usage. Identification means
how to identify and define competencies needed. Assessment means when and how
to identify and define if an individual has acquired a competence. Acquisition means
how and when to acquire planned competencies. Usage means how to use the information and knowledge about competencies produced by other processes. Competence
management is not only getting the right competence into right places on the right
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time but also how to acquire needed competencies, how to maintain and develop those
competencies, and how to utilize those competencies to create new competencies.
Competence management is especially in knowledge-oriented organizations tightly
related to knowledge management. For example Bhatt [5] defines knowledge management “as a process of knowledge creation, validation, presentation, distribution, and
application. These five phases in knowledge management allow an organization to
learn and reflect as well as unlearn and relearn, which are usually considered essential for the building, maintaining, and replenishing of core-competencies”. Already
this definition and the general assumption of the relationship between KM process,
learning and competencies, highlights the relationship. Also Söderlund et Bredin
[34] in their study noticed that knowledge is in knowledge-oriented organizations
a foundation for competence. Therefore it is highly important that the knowledge
is managed (stored, shared and transferred) properly and by a suitable way for an
organization. Also Vartiainen et al (2003) [36] and Otala (2008)[25] see this important if an organization wants to learn from its projects and increase its competitive
advantage.
In Figure 6 is presented a view of Disterer [10], which describes, how a project
needs to adapt knowledge from the functional work as well as from former projects of
a organization. On the other hand, a project also have to transfer the knowledge for
future projects and back to the functional work. This way efficiency can be increased
and the more complex environment around projects can be handled better. [10]

Figure 6: Knowledge transfer to and from projects according to [10].

2.3.2

Competence management in project environment

When projects are the case, competence management changes a bit challenging.
Again, this is due to the temporary and unique nature of projects. Projects are easily
kept as separate units of work and the management of projects is a responsibility of
several people: for example there are different PMs in different projects and many
management levels (described in chapter 2.2). Although at the same time, the people
working in the projects in one organization often are the same ones and they can be
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also doing some other work duties besides the projects as described also on chapter
2.1.3.
Most of the studies about CM in project environment is focused on project-oriented
organizations [36], [22], [21] and the role of single projects in learning process of an
organization and in creating competitive advantage. According to Medina et Medina
[22, p. 280-281], who have studied the literature about competence management in
knowledge- and project-intensive organizations, there is some work to do to define
the interaction between the projects and the organization doing the projects. By
defining this, organization could grow its competitive advantage while all the benefits
and lessons learned from the projects could be used. Also the meaning of knowledge
and its use in line with organization’s strategic goals is emphasized. This is highly
related to Disterer’s [10] thoughts in Figure 6.
The organization level and its learning and development is not further discussed
in this study but the single project level is more focused on.
2.3.3

Competence management in single projects

It seems, that managing competences in single projects is not a very studied topic as
such. However, it seems that besides the traditional project management practices
(described in chapter 2.1.1.) and more specifically mostly human resource management
takes also competence management into account. This is easily understood, because
as described in the chapter 2.2, competences are based after all on individuals and
on them working together.
This chapter is divided according to the research questions: how are competences
recognized, acquired and ensured. These three phases are examined through the
methods and views of PMI’s PMBOK [17, p. 255], which is a collection of good
practices and which is kept as one of the dominant project management bodies of
knowledge [3]. There human resource management is described as four processes
how to organize, manage and lead the project team: planning human resource
management, acquiring, developing and managing project team. They are next
described more specifically.
Recognizing competences is mostly done during the process of planning human
resource management, project roles, responsibilities and required skills, among other
things, are identified and documented. Also training needs of the project participants
should be noticed in this phase. Because other projects or the organization in other
tasks may need and use the resources with same competences, should their effect on
the project’s other parts (schedule, budget) be considered too. [17, p. 259]
Acquiring of the needed competences starts with involving the right people in
the project. According to PMBOK, this can be achieved through the project team
acquiring process, which objective is to confirm availability of people and and obtain
right ones for the project team. Some of the people can be already on the planning
phase assigned to the project, but some are acquired after the planning either from
inside or outside of an organization. Virtual teams enable using people from different
locations.
By these tools specific individuals and their competences can be achieved. Further,
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the collective competences needed for the project have to be considered and acquired
by other tools. For example, mentioned in chapter 2.1.2. the study of Ruuska [28]:
how can a shared understanding of the project and its goals be achieved? How can as
open as possible communication be enabled and encouraged? PMBOK [17, p. 273]
defines a process for developing the project team, where competences, interaction
between the team members and team environment are improved for achieving a
better project performance. This process can be seen as acquiring the collective
competences and enhancing also the individual competences. This process takes
advantage for example of interpersonal skills, training, team-building activities, and
recognition and rewards.
Ensuring that a project team has the needed competences for achieving the targets
of the project, seems to be, not an separate process, but embedded in earlier described
acquiring and developing processes. Partly, the ensuring is done already during the
acquiring process as described in the tools and techniques for acquiring the project
team. It is continued with the development phase and actually also on management
process, which is according to PMBOK the phase, which "influences team behavior,
manages conflict, resolves issues, and appraises team member performance". The
management process also includes the delivery of learned lessons from the project
for the whole organization.
So in conclusion, managing competences in a single project can be seen as a
continuous process presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Competence management in a single projects on a basis of [17].
There is pictured at top the human resource management according to PMBOK
and below, the competence management process in a single project. Further, CM is
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described by two angles: long rectangles represent the recognizing, acquiring and
ensuring of required competences and the ovals some milestones concerning the
competences needed in the project.
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3

Research material and methods

This study is a qualitative case study, which is based on projects and project
activities in one case company, and more specifically in its internal IT unit. The
researcher worked at the case company during the study, but did not participate in
any studied projects or other project-related tasks outside the study at the company.
Therefore, the study was decided to conduct mainly through interviews with the
project participants.
The empirical part of the study was carried out in two phases. In the first
phase, the target was to familiarize oneself with the case company and its project
working methods, models and tools, and detect areas from projects that could be
improved and what should the study focus on. This phase was conducted by reading
internal documents and material, visiting internal trainings and meetings and having
conversations with project experts working in project-related tasks and in PMO.
Also, preliminary interviews with project managers of studied projects were carried
out. These interviews are described more specifically in chapter 3.3.
The second phase of the empirical part focused on finding answers for the more
defined research questions presented in chapter 1. This phase was conducted by
carrying out more interviews with the same project managers as in the first phase, and
by a questionnaire survey for the participants of studied projects. In addition, steering
group members and members of IT unit board were interviewed for achieving a more
holistic picture of the project activities. All these interviews and the questionnaire
are also described more specifically in chapter 3.3.
Besides of the empirical study, the literature review was also conducted by reading
and analysing earlier studies of the topic and subjects related to the topic.
This chapter describes the research material and used research methods, explains
the research process, and justifies the chosen methods.

3.1

The chosen projects

For the case study, the projects to be examined from the case company were chosen
by the following arguments from the project portfolio application:
– only the projects owned by the IT unit.
– only the projects defined and named to be IT projects. Another types (development, customer, product etc) of projects were not studied.
– only the projects started during years 2014 and 2015. This limitation was
chosen because on that period the project environment in the IT unit has been
stable without any significant changes.
– the project managers of these remaining projects were available during the
time of the study.
These limitations left eleven projects, which had nine different project managers.
After first round of interviews with the project managers, in addition two projects
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were dropped off from the study: one for being so unusually small and simple and
one for being a totally different “pilot” project. In the end, nine projects were left in
the scope.
In the beginning of the study in June, from the nine projects three were already
done and ready, one was in the finishing phase, two were in execution phase and
three were only in the planning phase. On the second round of interviews and at the
time of the questionnaire in September, all the three projects earlier on the planning
phase were moved into execution phase. The other projects were still in same phases.
The projects and their phases are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: The phases of the projects studied
Project
Project 1
Project 2
Project 3
Project 4
Project 5
Project 6
Project 7
Project 8
Project 9

3.2

Phase 06/15
ready
planning
execution
planning
finishing
planning
ready
execution
ready

Phase 09/15
ready
execution
execution
execution
finishing
execution
ready
execution
ready

Participants of the study

The starting point for this study was to achieve a holistic picture of the project
activities in the IT unit from different points of view. Therefore was decided that
in addition to the PMs, also the project team and steering group from the chosen
projects, and portfolio management group, should be heard.
Project managers to be interviewed were determined by the chosen projects, which
meant nine PMs. All the interviewed projects managers were working permanently
at the case company. Their backgrounds were somewhat different when some of them
having experience of project management many years and full-time and some worked
as a PM only occasionally and part-time: Three of the interviewees were full-time
PM’s, three had been full-time at some phase of their previous career but part-time
PMs at the case company, one did both and two besides other duties. PMs were
mostly masters of science (information processing) or masters of science in technology
(industrial engineering and management, telecommunications), also few engineers
and bachelors of business administration were found.
Also steering group members were from the steering groups of the chosen projects.
One member of the steering group of every project was interviewed. Except one
being only a member, all the interviewees were chairmen of the steering groups. Two
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of the interviewees were steering group chairmen in two separate projects studied
here, others only in one. Altogether, there were six separate persons representing
the eight projects, while one project did not have a steering group at all. Most of
the SG members were from the IT unit but some from other departments of the case
company. All had experience in working in several projects and in their steering
groups.
Portfolio management group members to be interviewed were chosen from the IT
unit’s executive group, three on the basis of their position as a head of a department
and one the head of whole IT unit.
The project group members who the questionnaire was sent to, were all the
internal members (workers of the case company, no vendors) of the project teams.
The questionnaire was sent to 63 PG members, of which 29 responded.

3.3

Data collection

The projects were studied through interviews and a questionnaire for their participants.
Interviews were carried out by making structured and semi structured interviews
[29]. The project managers were interviewed twice, and the project steering group
members and the portfolio management group members only once. In addition to
the interviews, also a questionnaire about competences in projects was created for
project team members and the project managers.
Interviews with PMs
The bases for the PM interviews can be seen in Appendixes B (preliminary
interviews) and D (second interviews). Because preliminary interviews with PMs
were mostly for getting more information about the projects, they were quite simple
and focusing on various facts about the projects. On the basis of these preliminary
interviews, largest problems in the project activities of the case company were
recognized and the base for the second round of interviews and the questionnaire was
created. Second interviews with PMs were more focused on actual research problem,
competences and their management in projects, and therefore were based more on
the views, opinions and experiences of the interviewees.
In the preliminary interviews, PMs were asked about the specific chosen projects:
what was the business case and meaning behind them, who were involved in the
project and in which role, what kind of working methods and knowledge transfer
methods were used, how had the project succeed and what challenges have been
faced. Because interviews were conducted as semi structured interviews, many of the
PMs told also about general problems in the case company’s project activities from
the PM’s point of view. These interviews took approximately 1-1,5 hours per PM.
In the second interviews, the project managers were asked about competences
and their management in the projects according to research questions. Also the
changes and challenges in the projects and the project success, which were also asked
in preliminary interviews, were more deeply discussed from the competence point of
view. Second interviews with PMs lasted from 30 minutes to 60 minutes.
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Questionnaire for the project team members and the PMs
A questionnaire was created, because there were tens of project group members.
Also group interviews were considered as an option to manage the amount, but an
anonymous questionnaire was chosen for gaining more truthful answers from PG
members. Also the PMs responded to the questionnaire before second interviews.
The questionnaire (Appendix C) was formed on the basis of discussions with
project experts, who were highly familiar to the projects of the IT unit and who
develop project activities at the case company. Also views from the preliminary
interviews with the PMs and the literature review were used.
The questionnaire was divided into two parts: First had thirteen claims about
the project and working methods in it, which concerned individual and collective
competences of project team and its members. Those competences were e.g. project
management, leadership, communication, shared understanding and one’s own competence, which significance has been presented in chapter 2.2. The second part
had six competence areas usually needed in the projects of the IT unit: processes,
business, specification, systems, technical implementation and approval testing. They
were chosen from the project’s need point of view so that they were general areas
and not pointing to any single person (for example the PM).
The first part, which stated the thirteen claims, was graded by the respondents
on the Likert scale (totally disagree - totally agree, 1-5). The second part aka the six
competence areas were graded on the basis of their amount with a scale too little –
suitable – too much (1-3). Also “I can’t say” was on option in both parts and "Not
needed" in second part.
The questionnaire was conducted as a web site based form and it was sent to all
the internal members of the project groups and PMs in the projects studied here.
Team members answered anonymously, but the project they worked in was asked.
PMs answered in addition with their names, so that the answers from questionnaire
could be used and discussed in the second interviews with PMs.
63 invitations, for PG members in these nine explored projects, were sent. Some
of the members in projects were same, but they received several invitations (one for
each project they were in) to the questionnaire. Responses were received from 29
of these 63 invitations i.e. the response rate was 46 percent. Responses were fairly
evenly distributed, while 2 to 4 responses from every single project were received. In
addition to the responses of PG members, all the PMs responded the questionnaire.
Interviews with steering and portfolio management group
Bases for the interviews with steering group and executive group members in that
order can be seen in Appendixes E and F, but they are also described below. Also
these interviews like the preliminary interviews with PMs were quite general and
were made to gain information about the normal practices of executive and steering
group working. Also the relationship between single projects, their steering groups
and the executive group was examined.
Steering group members were interviewed about the role and duties of the steering
group, co-operation mainly with the project team but on the other hand also with
the portfolio management group, effects of the outsourcings on the projects and
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about the project success. The point of view was mainly the studied single project
but also role and duties of the steering group in general were discussed.
Portfolio management group members were asked as well about the role and duties
of the executive group as a project portfolio management group. In addition, PMG
members were also discussed with about the co-operation with the single project’s
organization, and effects of the outsourcings on the projects. The interviews with
PMG members were not limited to only chosen projects but practices were discussed
more in general.
The length of interviews with the SG and PMG members varied from 30 minutes
to 60 minutes.

3.4

Analysis of the material

All of the interviews were recorded and transcribed roughly as soon as possible after
the interviews to ease the further analysing of the interviews. After transcribing,
the material was thematically analysed and then categorized by the similarities and
common problems. [29] Results were analysed by comparing them to the literature
and the project model in use at the case company, which is described more specifically
in the chapter 4.
The preliminary interviews with the PMs were thematically analysed as followed:
the responses were searched for challenges related to different persons or quarters
and on the other hand practices in projects. Quarters were divided into PM, SG,
PMG, PG, the case company in general and vendors, and practices into working
methods, resourcing and planning.
The second interviews with the PMs, SG and PMG members were divided into
themes according to research questions: competence recognition, acquisition, ensuring
and roles in those processes. SG and PMG interviews were also analysed accordingly
the preliminary interviews of PMs.
In addition to the above listed themes, every interview was also searched for
general practices and successful parts of projects and project activities. The results
of the interviews are presented in the findings in chapter 5.
The questionnaire was analysed separately from interviews. For analysing it more
easily, the scales of both parts were transformed into numbers as follows:
Part I: claims about project competences
5
4
3
2
1

I
I
I
I
I

completely agree
partly agree
do not agree nor disagree
partly disagree
completely disagree

Part II: competence areas
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3
2
1

Too little
Suitably
Too much

With these numerical values the average responses of PMs and project team
members were compared. The options "I cannot say" and "Not needed" (only in
competence areas) were analysed separately because they did not fit on the same
scales as the other response options. All the results are presented in chapter 5.2 and
further discussed in chapter 6.
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4

Case presentation

In this chapter, the case is presented. The case was to investigate project activities of
the case company’s IT unit. At first, IT unit, its project activities and practices were
in general explored to discover the current project practices, challenges and areas of
improvement. After detecting these, it was noticed that many of the challenges and
areas of improvement were related to competences and managing of them, so the
case was focused on managing competences in projects.
This chapter is divided into four parts. First part presents in general the case
company and its IT unit, which is the main focus on this study. Second part opens
the project model in use at the case company and shows the practices and targets of
project activities. Third part describes the project environment at the IT unit, and
the fourth part explains the focusing of the case study more deeply.

4.1

Basics of the case company

At first, the case company is presented in general, and second the IT unit of the case
company is more specifically described.
Company
The case company studied here is a Finnish public company, which core is ICT
business. The company is not purely project-oriented but more a matrix organization,
where the most significant and complex developments are performed through projects,
but the company also operates through line work. Besides of this feature, the company
has also a few other characteristic practices which describe the working environment
in it.
At first, the company has several different locations (mostly in Finland) and even
some multiple locations inside one city. Because of this, employees are spread in
several physical locations. Secondly, the case company also supports strongly remote
work on those fields where it is possible and employees also utilize it frequently. These
two practices together cause that people are seldom forced to be in the same place
and for example many meetings are handled through group conference calls. Thirdly,
almost none of the employees at the case company work full-time on projects but
are also responsible for line work. An exception in the last one, are the few full-time
project managers, who do not have line work responsibility.
IT unit
As stated, this study is focused on the internal IT unit of the case company which
main responsibility is to maintain and develop organization’s internal applications
and services with quality and cost-efficiency. The internal IT unit has a special
position in the case company, because its role is to support in practice all the other
units of the company.
The IT unit is divided into multiple departments, all of which are responsible for
specific areas and are led by department heads. These heads together with the head
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of the whole IT unit forms the board of the IT unit. The structure of the IT unit is
presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: IT unit and its structure.
The board of the IT unit is responsible for budgeting of the unit, following
company’s strategy and ensuring unit’s working according to it, and development
and operative actions. In addition to these common responsibilities of the board,
each department has its own specific operations on their responsibility. The board of
the IT unit acts also as a portfolio management group, which is discussed more in
next chapters.

4.2

Project model in use

Project management at the case company is based on a project management model,
which classifies projects according to their complexity, risk level and significance
of a project’s objective and uses one kind of gates for following the project. Each
gate presents a point, where is decided whether to continue the project to the next
phase or not. The model is customized for the case company’s specific needs and
it supports multiple project methods, such as traditional waterfall model and agile
methods. The model describes the definition of the project at the case company,
management levels, and guidelines and objectives of project activities.
4.2.1

Definition of project

At the case company, a project is defined as a one-off work for creating a product,
service or some other somehow limited change or result. It has a defined schedule
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and budget target. A project is supervised and guided by a steering group, led by
a named project manager and executed by a named project group. At the case
company, there are clear limits, which define when work is performed as a project:
– the amount of internal work load or external expenses exceed a set limit, or
– coordination or timetabling of several units or subcontractors is needed, or
– work is something new and unique, or
– investments are made
4.2.2

Project organization

As stated earlier, it is almost a norm that people from the case company assigned to
the project organization also work in some other projects and make the line work at
the same time. Otherwise project organizations are quite similar than described in
the chapter 2.1.
The owner is the person, on whose area outputs of the project are exploited and
who takes the business responsibility of the changes and realizing the outputs. One,
and only one, person is named as a owner according to the project model to avoid
any responsibility conflicts.
Projects are guided by a steering group, which has the highest decision making
power in the project, and which is responsible for the success of the project. The
main tasks of the steering group are to support the PM and the project by ensuring
conditions for success, supervising the development of the business case and following
and reacting to the changes in the surroundings of the project.
Steering group members are chosen so that each of them has a clear role and
responsibility in steering the project. The size of SG should be kept on a decent level,
which is recommended not to exceed five persons. According to the project model
in use, steering group is divided into internal and external steering groups if there
is an external partner needed to participate in the steering activities. This follows
Artto et al 2011 [3]. Steering group is lead by SG chairman, which principally is the
owner of the project or some other SG member, to whom the owner has delegated
the leading responsibility.
Also the tasks of a PM, a project group and its members are strictly defined in
the project model in use.
4.2.3

Project management

The project management model of the case company defines portfolio and single
project management practices and guidelines.
The object of project portfolio management is to ensure that the portfolio follows
the strategy and objectives of a unit and company, changes are prioritized and
projects of the portfolio are matched to the amount of available resources (money,
time and people). Also the monitoring of results, decision-making of the business
case realization, and gate decisions on projects’ life cycle are on the responsibility of
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the PMG. Portfolio management in this model follows largely the same principles
found from the literature and described in the chapter 2.1.1. According to the model,
project portfolio management at the IT unit is a responsibility of the IT unit board.
As described before in chapter 4.1, the board has also other responsibilities.
Project management of a single project then, is mostly a responsibility of project’s
owner, steering group and PM. It targets for following the project through in a
controlled way via defined gates and milestones. The gate decisions about continuing
the project are made by the owner/steering group and PMG according to the model.
The program management is not defined in company’s project management model,
but PMO has gathered some best practices concerning the programs.
4.2.4

Objectives of project activities

The objectives next presented are the targets of the whole case company. They are
defined in the project model in use and the model is also based on them. There
are targets for project activities altogether and a few specific targets for project
management.
Objectives of project activities are divided into four main categories, which
are effectiveness, control, profitability, and competence and open communications.
Effectiveness is pursued in resource management, scalable management model and in
schedules and budgets. Control as an objective targets to an uniform project portfolio
management and learning from projects. Profitability means that projects are
prioritized, decisions concerning projects are supported by cost analysing, and return
and saving targets are reached. The fourth target, which is related to competences
and open communications, concerns development of project competences and making
the on-going projects as visible as possible.
The targets of project management are to uniform project methods and database
in use, to enhance project portfolio control of schedule, resources and expenses of
the projects, to develop project management as a continuous process and to train
project participants. In addition to these project management objective is to achieve
an understanding of the overall situation of all the projects for the organization.

4.3

Present state of project activities at the IT unit

In reality, the project activities of the IT unit differs quite a lot from the activities
of other units at the case company due to the IT unit’s role as a supportive unit.
The projects owned by the internal IT unit are a minority compared to the projects
owned by other business units. Minority here means, that only few projects of tens
of the on-going projects, where IT is in, are also owned. Mostly the IT unit is
only participating projects as an supportive organization offering resources. Such
a small amount of owned projects creates a special situation and makes portfolio
management less systematic, while owned projects are not the main way to work
and mostly portfolio is managed when faced some problems or challenges.
Another defining feature of the projects is the use of external resources and
competence in projects. In recent years, project activities at the case company in
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general have changed more and more into the direction, where everything is not done
by own internal resources and competences any more but with external partners and
vendors. For example in this study observed nine projects, all except one, included
one or more vendors even if the projects of the IT unit are internal IT development
projects. Vendor’s presence in projects are more discussed later on in this chapter.
Third defining feature for the IT unit’s projects is that the project work is
often divided for multiple people and the project groups may be large. The small
responsible areas occurring from this, can cause that team members are not so aware
of the whole project they are in or they may badly prepared and motivated. This
is exactly what Schwalbe [33] stated about IT projects and management of them
and them being particularly challenging compared to many other fields, because
of fragmented and specified competences. Because of this, projects at the IT unit
demands even more controlled project management and common working methods.
Ideas for projects of the IT unit can be born from different needs and circumstances.
Some ideas are born in the departments or in their more specific line teams while
needing for example some changes in operational practices, others are wished from the
IT board or upper management of the company. Latter ideas are usually more related
to strategical or tactical decisions or alignments of the whole company. Projects of
the IT unit are more specifically described projects that concern development of
existing or new, migration, consolidation and shutdown of systems or services. Also
some proof of concept (PoC) projects are done.
The planned length of the projects varies roughly from 6 months to 14 months.
The size of project team varied in these nine deeper explored projects from few
people to nearly twenty and steering group from three to five. In smaller more
specified projects, internal project participants were mostly from one specific team.
In bigger and more complex projects, internal participants were often from different
departments and vendors were used to handle some bigger unities.

4.4

Case focused

After the preliminary interviews, it was noticed, that many of the challenges were
related to portfolio management, and competences or their management. At this
state, the limitation of studying only project level, and not portfolio level or its
challenges, was kept and therefore the study was focused on specifically competences
and their management.
Competence management in single projects was here explored from the single
project point of view. How does a project get needed competences for being capable
to successfully accomplish its targets? This process was divided into three phases:
recognizing, acquiring and ensuring competences, which are presented in Figure 9.
Recognizing competences indicates the ways and practices, how is recognized
what competences are needed in a project: Is there a certain process or practice
for this? How well does recognizing of the competences success or are there some
challenges? After recognizing the needed competences, how are those competences
acquired for the project? What does acquiring demand? What poses challenges
for the acquiring process? Are the competences acquired ensured then? How and
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Figure 9: Simplified process of competence management from the project point of
view.
when? The findings for these questions are presented and discussed in next chapter.
Besides this CM process, this study explores also the roles of PM, SG and PMG in
competence management of a single project.
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5

Results

In this chapter, the results are presented. Results are divided into three main
themes according to the structure of the empirical study part: current practices and
challenges in the projects of the IT unit, competences in projects and competence
management in single projects.
First the project practices and challenges discovered from the interviews with
PMs, SG and PMG members are presented. Then all the findings related to competences and competence management from interviews and questionnaire are explained.
Results of the questionnaire survey are presented at first on their own and then
combined to the interviews.

5.1
5.1.1

Practices and challenges in project activities
Practices in projects

In this sub chapter, the practices of different groups participating in project activities
are presented. These groups are project and steering groups individual for every
single project and the portfolio management group which is common for the projects
explored in this study. In addition, vendors and their presence in projects is explained.
Project group
A project group in most projects is divided, either consciously or naturally, into
a core team and a larger team that includes all the PG members. The core team is
more responsible for progress of the project and larger entities, whereas the members
outside the core team are responsible for smaller areas of the project.
The practices of the project group are heavily dependent on the project manager
in charge. Mostly the PGs of the projects meet regularly but the activity of the PG
members vary largely. These practices are more described in chapter 5.1.2.
Steering group
According to the interviewed SG members, steering groups and their members
do understand their role and that they are responsible for creating prerequisites for
the project success and ensure resources for the project.
Steering groups mostly consist of managers responsible for specific resources,
mostly human resources but also budget. Their actions include, according to the
interviewed steering group members, help with project planning and problem situations, ensuring the resources, observing the project environment and giving emphases
as the project model says. In practice, this work is done not by the whole group but
by a pair of individual members of the steering group.
What comes to the internal and external steering groups if there is need for
external participants in steering group, it was not working. Mostly there were no
separate internal and external steering groups named, but only a group consisting
of both parties. Some projects handled the separation by keeping meetings at
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every other time with only internal SG members and at every other with vendor
representatives also.
The meetings of steering groups are experienced often challenging mostly because
of lack of time and preparation. Arranging meetings and their success is strongly
dependent on the PM, who have to schedule meetings beforehand properly. In spite
of lack of time and preparation, meetings are in most of the projects kept regularly.
Outside the meetings a PM and a PG get support from single SG members.
Portfolio management group
According to the interviewed PMG members, in practice, portfolio management
at the lowest level is not responsibility of the IT unit board but rather of the single
departments. The prioritizing is done mainly on single departments separately taking
into account the budget for single department. Occasionally largest projects are
decided together at the IT unit board or at least the whole board is aware about
those projects. The IT unit board as a PMG does not have any formal ways to follow
projects or handle their problems but instead all this is depending on individual
board members, the department heads, and their activity what sort of issues they
bring up for the board.
The responsibility about decisions about gates on projects’ life cycle have actually
been almost completely given to single projects’ steering groups, which are kept
responsible whether a project should be started or not.
Vendors
All the interviewees were asked about the effects of outsourcing and increased
amount of vendors in projects. The effects according to PMs, SG and PMG members
are presented next.
Project management has according to the PMs both eased and became more
difficult due to outsourcing. Especially information sharing and transfer are seen more
challenging while vendors are not participating in every meeting, and an established
common workspace, discussed more deeply later in chapter 4.3.2, is missing. Also
the amount of bureaucracy was seen increased, while doings has changed more strict
because of deals and is not so flexible as before with own internal resources.
On the other hand, project management is also seen easier thanks to clear contracts
made, which commits vendors to take care of their responsibilities compared to
situation, where only internal resources are used. This also eases scheduling and
budgeting the project, while part of it is already settled, and there are no such
problems to get human resources as in internal work. In addition was seen, that
PM’s work eases while there are fewer people to be direct contact with, while the
project participants from a vendor are often lead by their own PM, who then keeps
in contact with the case company’s PM.
The SG members saw, that the work of steering group is quite same as before.
It was seen important to have also representatives from the vendors also in SG for
keeping all motivated. On the other hand, internal conflicts and issues concerning for
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example business decisions should be discussed beforehand. All the SG interviewees
agreed on this but practices differed largely from project to project. Previously, when
all the human resources were internal, there were more discussions about them in
SGs. Those discussions have decreased and SGs have had possibility to focus on
other issues also. The SG members also praised the project practices of partners and
vendors, which seemed to fit well in the case company’s model and supported it.
PMG interviewees in turn saw that the role of vendor management has become
pronounced, and the vendor managers should be active between the vendor and the
case company. PMG members highlighted also the responsibility of the case company
in buying competences outside. Also the buyer has to understand what is needed
and required from a vendor.
5.1.2

Challenges in project activities

In all interviews, it was discussed the challenges in projects and project activities. In
addition, also comments of the PG members from the questionnaire were noticed here.
The challenges obtained were scarce internal human resources, lack of prioritizing,
busiest people in steering groups, lack of competences, working methods in projects,
and follow-up of the project outputs. Next, these challenges are presented and opened
from the interviewees point of view.
Scarce internal human resources
Almost all the interviewees pointed out that human resources especially internally
are continuously scarce. The scarcity caused projects to schedule their plans according
to availability of internal resources.
It was unclear who controls the overall working hours and workload. Especially
projects complicate counting and planning an individual’s working time, because of
irregular and changing workload. From the project point of view, it is also often not
clear, that time of an individual promised for a project is also the time actualized.
Besides project team members working only part-time in projects, there are also
many PMs who are not full-time PMs. Some of the interviewed PMs saw this as
a challenge and experienced that it would be much better to have PMs with more,
or even all of their time for a project. That way they could focus on managing the
project and leading the project team more efficiently.
Lack of prioritizing
The lack of prioritizing was brought up by many PMs and also IT unit board
members. "Truth is that there are always too many projects on-going at the same
time", said one of the interviewees. However, no solution to correct the situation is
created.
There seems to be an image that the more entities are performed at the same
time, the more effective the unit is. The reality, however, seems to be opposite as
explained in the previous challenge. It also seems that projects are not followed on
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higher levels so well that actually is known all the on-going works, which in turn
distort the whole picture.
Busiest people in steering groups
The PMs saw that steering groups in general are filled with busiest people, which
actually do not have time to focus enough on orientating themselves into the project
or actuate according to it. Mostly the steering group is seen useful if additional
resources (people or money) are needed, but its role as the highest decision maker
and follower of the business case were not standing out particularly well.
This was also agreed with the steering group members interviewed, which stated
that most members of the steering group are not for example prepared for the meetings
beforehand and only few of the members participate properly in the steering group
work.
Lack of competences
One challenge that emerged especially from interviews of PMs, was the lack of
competences in varying areas: vendors, less experienced PMs and project planning.
In few projects, the vendor was noticed to missing some competences of its
responsibility area. On the other hand, project managers, who works only occasionally
as PMs, do not necessarily have needed competences for managing the project and
leading the project team and its members. This can be seen in e.g. working methods
and knowledge sharing practices. Also some PMs experienced themselves not capable
to work as a PM without proper help and support, which on the other hand seemed
to be offered if needed.
More professional PMs saw that many projects are planned without project
knowledge or competence and a PM is not asked to join the project until it has been
started already. The effects of missing project planning is seen for example in too
tight schedules compared to the content wanted and the resources in use.
Working methods
Working methods in a project group, in a steering group and between them are
all highly dependent on PMs. By working methods are here meant information and
knowledge sharing, meeting practices and co-operation.
Information and knowledge sharing seems to be quite often not so planned while
there are multiple options from sending emails to common workspace. To begin with,
some of the PMs did not have any formal way for sharing but for example everything
was dealt with emails. Even if there was a common workspace in use, so, in fact the
workspace used and recommended by the case company in general is unavailable due
to information security reasons for the project participants outside the case company.
Thereby, projects that include vendors often have to invent some other ways to share
information, because there is no established practice for these cases, even if many
projects are performed with external parties.
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Also the meeting practices varied a lot, and according to PMs the activity of both
PM and SG members to attending the meetings was not always worth of compliments.
Regular meetings and arranging them were solely the project manager’s responsibility.
According to interviewees with the SG members, co-operation between the PG
and the SG works in general well. However, the SG does not usually have any
visibility to the PG’s working, but everything goes through the PM. This means,
that the SG only sees what the PM is telling them and the PG only hears what the
PM is telling.
Following the outputs of projects
According to interviewees the outputs of projects are not followed, at least on long
scale, and at least not by the PMG. On a shorter scale some outputs are followed,
but their follow-up depends on the members of the board and what they choose to
present for the whole group. Also practices in single projects vary greatly according
to the PMs and SG members: in some projects outputs are more followed and lessons
learned discussed with all participants, but in some projects not.

5.2

Competences in projects

As described in chapter 3, the questionnaire about the project competences was
divided into two parts: claims about the project and working methods in it, and
competence areas needed in projects of the IT unit. Responses of the PG members
and the PMs from nine separate projects are presented in this sub chapter. All the
responses are gathered together by each claim and competence area without observing
single projects alone. The questionnaire as a whole can be seen in Appendix C.
5.2.1

Competences from the project team member and project group
point of view

The thirteen claims of the questionnaire handled competences from the views of
single project team members and the project group. The claims were responded on
a scale "I completely disagree" - "I partly disagree" - "I do not disagree nor agree" "I partly agree" - "I completely agree", which were for the analysis transformed to
numerical values 1-5 in corresponding order. Also an option "I cannot say" existed.
In general, every claim was more agreed than disagreed (with the exception of
claim 7 about the PG’s missing competences) by the PMs and the project group
members. The claims were designed mostly thus that agreeing with those indicated
better project than disagreeing with those, except for the seventh claim which was
reverse compared to other claims. Figure 10 presents the average answers of the PG
members and the PMs. The zero level was defined to be 3 (not disagree nor agree).
The mean values of the PG members respondents varied from 3,4 to 4,8 (claim 7
an exception with 2,4) and of PMs from 3,4 to 4,4 (claim 7 an exception with 2,3).
Standard deviations varied respectively from 0,7 to 1,4 and from 0,4 to 1,5, and are
presented in Figure 11. Next, all the single claims and their results are covered.
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Figure 10: The mean values of responses by PG members (N=29) and PMs (N=9)
on the claims of the questionnaire. Response scale is 1-5, where 1 = "completely
disagree" and 5 = "completely agree". The zero level (3=not disagree nor agree) is
marked with darker black line.
The first claim about a project having clear targets was evaluated by the responded
PG members 4,4 (standard deviation 0,9) and by the responded PMs 4,7 (standard
deviation 0,4). The second claim concerning documentation and knowledge sharing
practices in a project got 4,1 (0,9) from the PG respondents and 3,4 (0,8) from
the PMs. The third claim about meeting practices, which supported the work of a
project team, was seen worth of 4,0 (0,9) by the PG respondents and 4,1 (0,8) by
the PMs.
The fourth claim stated well-working co-operation and communication wth partners and stakeholders of a project. The PG respondents evaluated it 3,9 (1,0) and
PMs 3,6 (0,8). The fifth claim concerning good team spirit in a project team was
evaluated 4,2 (1,0) by the responded PG members and 4,3 (0,4) by the PMs. The
sixth claim asked if a project team worked effectively. The PG respondents graded it
4,0 (1,0) and the PMs 3,9 (1,1).
The seventh claim was reverse to other claims by stating that a project team
was missing some competences that complicated the work of individual PG members
or the PM. The PG respondents evaluated the claim 2,3 (1,3) and the PMs 2,4
(1,3). The eight claim about clear and commonly understood outputs of a project
was seen worth of 3,8 (1,2) by the responded PG members and 4,6 (0,5) by the
PMs. The ninth claim concerning problem-free transfer of the project outputs for
the maintenance organization was graded 3,9 (1,4) by the PG respondents and 4,0
(0,9) by the PMs.
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Figure 11: The standard deviations of responses by PG members (N=29) and PMs
(N=9) on the claims of the questionnaire. Response scale was 1-5.
The tenth claim stated that the lessons learned were shared and discussed between
the project team. The PG respondents graded it 3,8 (1,1) and the PMs 4,4 (0,5).
The eleventh claim about respondent’s own role and duties being clear got 4,0 (1,1)
from the PG respondents and 4,8 (0,4) from PMs. The twelfth claim asked if the
respondent had enough knowledge and competences to perform his own duties. The
responded PG members graded this claim 4,2 (0,7) and the PMs 4,3 (0,6). The
thirteenth aka last claim stated that the necessary training for new areas of expertise
was received from the project. The mean value of the responses from the PG members
as well as from the PMs was 3,4. The standard deviation of the responses from the
PG members was 1,1 and from the PMs 1,5.
As seen in Figure 10, PMs on average agreed more on the claims than project
team members. There were multiple reasons for this difference. At first, some single
project team members were in disagreement with each other, while some agreed
and some disagreed more with PM. Especially in one project (project 1), there was
a huge difference between one project team member, and the other member and
PM, how they saw the project. This is seen also in Figure 11, where the standard
deviations of PG responses are frequently larger than PM responses.
Second, according to the PMs, the difference can be explained by multiple ways.
When asked, one PM thought this could be due to different perspectives to the
project, and pondered, which is more important: the project achieving its targets or
the working in the project being trouble-free? In few other projects, PMs reckoned
the differences between single project members could also result from the different
roles and participation activity in the project: ones participating more actively
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and having bigger roles, had more likely clearer picture of the whole project and
experienced more being part of the project compared to ones having only small role
or some specific responsibility area of the project.
On the other hand, a PM may be so involved and deep in the project as a whole,
that seeing the project through the eyes of a single PG member can be challenging.
Because of this, PM can have a more optimistic picture of the project and working
methods in it than a PG member. This view is supported also by the responses
of the questionnaire, especially the claims about clear targets, clear and commonly
understood outputs and clear own duties, which were all more agreed by PMs than
PG members.
There were project-specific differences in claims. For example in one project, in
which were problems in deployment, it was seen clearly in PM’s and project team
members’ answers (claims 8 and 9). These same problems were also discussed in
interviews with PM and steering group member.
There were some claims that seemed to be more difficult to answer than others.
Over 10 percent of the PG respondents answered “I can’t say” in following six claims,
of which to three top claims was answered “I can’t say” by even more than 15 percent
of the PG respondents.
• 10. Lessons learned during the project were shared and discussed between the
project team
• 13. I received the necessary training for new areas of expertise from the project.
• 9. The project team had enough competences to transfer the project outputs
to the maintenance organization without any major problems.
• 4. Co-operation and communication with partners and stakeholders worked
well.
• 5. The project team had a good team spirit.
• 7. The project team was missing some competences and that complicated my
own work.
Partly the responses of these claims can be explained by the comments left by
the respondents and discussions with PMs after the questionnaire.
The claim 10 was difficult to answer if a project was still on-going. Many
respondents from this kind of projects saw that it was not a topical issue at that
time but lessons learned are only discussed in the end of the project. Should this be
an issue discussed also earlier all time during the project? Claims 13, 9, 4, 5 and
13 could be difficult to answer, if the member of the PG was not so actively in the
project and did not have visibility on other’s responsibilities or tasks, or did not have
a clear picture of the whole project.
Some of the claims were also responded differently by separate participants even if
same thing could been meant. For example, claim 13 was seen in two different ways:
others disagreed with it, because they did not get training they needed and others
disagreed, because they did not need any training. Claim 7 was reverse compared
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to other claims, which could have confused respondents in some cases to answer
differently than they in reality thought. And claim 6 (The project team worked
effectively.), which was slightly controversial claim: for example in one project, team
was seen to work effectively, when the team was present at the same time. However,
getting the team together was not an easy task and that way acting of the team was
not efficient.
5.2.2

Competences from the project point of view

The second part of the questionnaire was divided into six competence areas commonly
needed in projects in the IT unit. Their amounts in a project were evaluated on
a scale "too little" - "suitably" - "too much. For analysing the results, the scale
was transformed to numerical values 1-3 in corresponding order. Also options "Not
needed" and "I cannot say" existed.
Figure 12 presents the average answers of PG members and PMs to the competence
area part of the questionnaire. In average in general, each of the competence areas
were seen missing in the projects, while the zero level was 2 = suitably. The mean
values of PG members respondents varied from 1,8 to 2,0 and of PMs from 1,6 to
1,9. Standard deviations varied respectively from 0,3 to 0,4 and from 0,3 to 0,5, and
they are presented in Figure 13.

Figure 12: The mean values of responses by PG members (N=29) and PMs (N=9)
on the amount of competence areas in the questionnaire. Response scale is 1-3, where
1 = "too little" and 3 = "too much". The zero level (2=suitably) is marked with
darker black line.
The competence areas, which amounts were evaluated, were processes, business,
specification, systems, technical implementation and approval testing.
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Figure 13: The standard deviations of responses by PG members (N=29) and PMs
(N=9) on the amount of competence areas in the questionnaire. Response scale was
1-3, where 1 = "too little" and 3 = "too much".
The amount of process competences in projects was evaluated by the PG respondents 1,9 and by the PMs 1,8. The standard deviations of the responses were
in the corresponding order 0,3 and 0,4. The amount of business competences in
projects was graded 1,9 by the PG respondents and 1,7 by the PMs. The standard
deviations of the responses were in the corresponding order 0,4 and 0,5. Specification
competences were seen in average worth of 2,0 by the PG members and 1,8 by the
PMs with standard deviations of 0,3 and 0,4 in the corresponging order.
The fourth competence area, systems, was evaluated 1,9 by both of the respondent
groups. Also the standard deviations of both were 0,3. As well also the fifth area,
technical implementation, was graded 1,9 by both respondent groups. Standard
deviation of the PG responses were 0,4 and of PM responses 0,4. The last competence
area, approval testing, got 1,8 from PG respondents and 1,6 from the PM respondents.
Standard deviations in these responses were 0,4 (PG) and 0,5 (PM).
Even if all the responses were below the zero level (2 = suitably), the lack of
every competence area is not such simple. When projects were observed as single
projects, was noticed, that in pair of the projects, the respondents (either the PMs
or the project team members) did not see any shortages in these competence areas.
In rest of the projects instead, there were one or more shortages. Because the
amount of competence areas was never seen to be too much in any project, the few
projects with shortages turned the mean values to the missing site. In reality, the
competence spread and did not point out any specific area missing in all projects.
This is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2: Competence areas and their shortages, which are marked with ’x’ according
to the responses of the PMs and with ’o’ acoording to the responses of the project
team members.

Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
Project

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.Processes

2.Business

3.Specification

4.Systems

x
o
x

o
xo

6.Approval
testing
x

xo

xo
o

o
x
xo

o

xo

o

x
x
o
o
x

5.Technical
implementation

According to the interviews with the PMs, the reasons behind the shortages were
variable. Some of these shortages were due to the phase of the project: if the project
was only just begun, it may have been missing some known competences (4). On
the other hand, there were also projects, where it was not noticed until “too late”
that something is missing (5,7). Some shortages were due to decisions to leave some
areas out of the project’s scope (1) or perform actions with the existing competences
and not get additional help (5). In one project (8), lack of competence on processes
indicated more the general competence in whole company rather than only in one
project. These same shortages were discussed with the PMs in their interviews.
The "I cannot say" and "Not needed" responses were separated from the calculations of mean value because of their different character while neither of them described
the amount of competence area. The amounts of those responses are presented in
Table 3. Each competence area was responded by multiple PG members "I cannot
say" where as none of the PMs responded "I cannot say". Competence areas that
were considered unnecessary varied a bit between PG members and PMs. Business
as an unnecessary competence area was emphasized by both PG members and PMs.
In addition, processes and specification were mentioned by single respondents and
systems by four PG members.
Table 3: The amount of "I cannot say" and "Not needed" responses in competence
areas. There were 29 PG member respondents and 9 PM respondents altogether.

Project

1.Processes

2.Business

3.Specification

4.Systems

Not needed, PG
Not needed, PM
I cannot say, PG
I cannot say, PM

0
1
3
0

6
3
3
0

1
0
5
0

4
0
10
0

5.Technical
implementation
0
0
5
0

6.Approval
testing
0
0
8
0
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In general, competence areas seemed to be more difficult for PG members to
answer than the claims of the questionnaire’s first part, because over 10 percent of
them respondent "I cannot say" to each area. Competence areas 3 (specification)
and 5 (technical implementation) were not evaluated at all by over quarter of the
respondents and competence areas 4 (systems) and 6 (approval testing) by over third
of the respondents. As for PMs, they could evaluate all of the areas as can be seen
from the Table 3.

5.3

Competence management in single projects

The results from interviews with PMs, SG and PMG members are here gathered
together and presented in four categories: recognizing, acquiring and ensuring competences, and the roles in competence management.
5.3.1

Recognizing the required competences for projects

The practices for recognizing required competences for a project were quite same
according to all the PMs: Key parties (often line organization, owner of the main
systems and PM) discussed and planned, what should be done in the project, what
interfaces there are, and what processes, systems and technologies are needed. Based
on these discussions and plans, the required competences were recognized. If tendering
was needed, also discussions with the chosen vendors were utilized.
In most projects, the needed project management competences were quite well recognized, which was seen in the acquiring process discussed later. Other competences
were recognized with varying success: in some projects competence management was
straightforward, but in most projects there were some challenges. According to the
PMs, these challenges occurred due to inadequate planning or changes in project.
There were few projects, where some areas and their significance were not understood in the beginning when the project was planned. In that case, the lack of some
competence was not noticed until the project was already ongoing. Also projects,
during which changes occurred, may have needed new competences.
These same challenges were also seen in the questionnaire, either in disagreed
claims or missing competence areas. These were mostly related to working practices
of the PG and communication. Also some project team members felt that they did
not get needed training for new expertise areas.
5.3.2

Acquiring the required competences

Often PM was the one who acquired the competences after discussions with experts
(line organization etc) and superiors. Individual competences inside the company were
found mainly from the line organization behind the project, process or system owners,
or experts. The employees inside the company knew the processes and systems.
Quite often the person, who was available at that time, was chosen. However, many
PMs highlighted that the competences of the people of the case company are usually
great, and the time limitation in the choosing phase is not usually a problem.
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As mentioned before, most projects did have vendors within the project. Part
of these vendors were responsible for the upkeep services for specific systems of
the case company and were thus directly attached to a project. In other tasks of
the project, vendors were at first searched from amidst the main partners of the
case company. If right competences were not found on time, or at all, tendering
was executed. After the vendors had been chosen, vendors acquired the individual
competences on their responsibility, according to the project contract made with the
case company. Vendors covered the competences missing from the case company
because of decisions of outsourcing some activities and focusing on key competences,
mostly specific technical competences.
In few projects, single areas were trained for the project team members in the
beginning of the project.
When choosing PMs, there were basically two phases: at first, is there an expert
of the project’s topic, who has PM experience, who can work as a PM and have time
for it? If there was such an expert, he was chosen. If there was not such an expert,
an “external” PM was asked from different PM pools and the one that had time was
selected. These PMs are also company’s internal employees, but they are working
as full-time PMs and move from project to project despite the department or unit
limits.
Collective competences were acquired by agreeing on common working practices
in the project and by arranging meetings and workshops. Especially the kick-off of
the project was, according to some PMs and SG members, essential for getting the
PG and the SG on the same line.
According to the PMs, challenges in acquiring competences were due to two
matters: conscious choice and expectations of vendors’ competences that were not
fulfilled. In some projects, it was known from the beginning that some competence
area was missing or lacking sufficient expertise. Despite of this information, conscious
decisions were made for not acquiring more competence of lacking area but continuing
with existing ones only. The second challenge in acquiring needed competences was
related to vendors. In couple of the projects, the vendor participating the project
was trusted to have some specific competence and being responsible for that area.
However, it was later discovered that these competences were insufficient.
Different actions were taken to correct these insufficiencies. In some cases, the
lack of competence was noticed and confessed but nothing was done to repair the
situation. In other cases when noticing an insufficiency, additional competences were
acquired from internal or external resources. In one case, a vendor was changed
completely.
5.3.3

Ensuring the required competences

According to PMs, often there was no formal way or practice on ensuring that
needed competences have been acquired. Instead several different ways were used.
SG members agreed that no formal ways for ensuring existed, and suspected that
probably discussions between line superiors and PMs could be useful.
Internal individual competences were basically so well known that there was not
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any additional procedure of ensuring those. External competences were in some
projects checked through questions about capability, exact plans and more detailed
discussions with vendors. Also previous experiences in same kind of projects were
utilized, if the PMs knew about those projects. Collective competences seemed to be
taken as such and not ensured in any specific ways.
5.3.4

Roles in competence management

The SG or at least the owner of a project may have had some role in choosing an
appropriate PM, but otherwise the PM was mainly responsible for everything.
All three interviewed groups agreed that the PMG as a group did not have a
role in competence management in single projects. Some single PMG members may
have had some role, if they were acting in the steering group or as a line manager
for human resources needed in a project. Some issues may be discussed within the
PMG as a group if there is some very specific competence needed or some problem
that has escalated from a single project.
Steering group can help with connections if the PM is not able to find a specific
competence. But the main duty of steering group in competence management was
seen as rather ensuring the amount and availability of resources than the competence
requirements of the project. According to PMs, SGs mostly only accepted the plans
made by PM and other key persons.
In a few projects, the PM of the case company was responsible for internal
human resources but vendors did have their own project managers responsible for
corresponding resources in their organization. Hence, the case company does not
necessarily know who is actually performing the work on the vendor side.
Line managers mainly assisted in finding the right persons and managed the
overall working time of the employees combining the line work and the projects an
employee is in.
It was seen that the substance matters are the responsibility of the PM in question.
This way, it could be avoided, that PMG and SGs do not get interested in technical
details but focus acting according to their role and responsibilities. Also acquiring of
collective competences was mostly seen as a duty of the PM.
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6

Discussion

The results of the study were presented in previous chapter. Now they are discussed
and their connections to each other are analysed. To begin with, the results are
discussed in same order than in previous chapter: practices and challenges in project,
next the competences and lastly the competence management. All the discussed
matters are also compared to the objectives of project activities at the case company.
The conflicts with the objectives are then concluded. Finally, some common details of
all the discussed results are pondered, sources of error are listed and recommendations
for further research are presented.

6.1

Practices and challenges in projects

The current practices and challenges were presented in previous chapter. Here, their
relationships and effects on each other are analysed and discussed.
Especially the connection between scarce internal human resources, lack of prioritizing and practices of the PMG were clear. As the responsibility of portfolio
management is divided into single departments instead of the whole IT unit, the
holistic understanding of the whole situation is at least partly lost. This seems
to cause single departments to start new projects even if the human resources are
already quite booked on other projects and works.
On the other hand, while almost all of the internal employees work on multiple
projects and other work duties at the same time, the projects have to be planned
frequently according to the availability of the project team members and not according
to the other terms such as budget or schedule. This frequently lengthens the duration
of projects and accentuates constant overlapping working.
Lack of competences noticed were related to vendors, PM and working methods
in projects. Even if the competence shortage was in some cases defined to be due
to a vendor, it is hard to say simply if this shortage is actually due to a vendor
or perhaps, more likely due to the case company: in some projects were admitted,
that neither the case company did not necessarily demand and questioned enough
the work of the vendor. On the other hand, there were projects, where despite of
demands and contracts, the vendor was not able to produce wanted outcome. The
PM and PG working methods were related together, because most of the challenges
in working methods were in projects managed by less experienced PM.
According to the practices of the SG, it seemed that SGs acted partly only as
information sharing places for managers responsible for mostly human resources and
not as a steering and supportive group for the project. It takes time and attention
from the right duties of the SG if it is used only for information sharing. It may
also weaken the motivation and work of steering group and its members and make
steering group and their work inefficient. Broad steering committee can also be
prone to internal conflicts [3]. Thereby should be invented other ways to share the
information of the project between the representatives of resources, and focus on
steering and supporting in every SG.
It was also pointed out, that one challenge was related to the poor follow-up of
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projects. Partly this was due to missing performance indicators but partly purely
due to the practices of the SG and PMG, which did not support the follow-up of the
projects. The current situation of following the project outcomes in the IT unit is
presented in Figure 14.
Firstly, the PMG does not have any long-term follow-up for projects. It may
occasionally follow some steps or phases of projects, which is described with the
arrows formed of dotted line. Secondly neither the PG or the SG of a project follow
the outputs of the project after closing the project. On the left the project 1, other
parties are acting as they should but in the project 2 on the right, is seen, that they
are not acting according to all their responsibilities such as utilizing lessons learned
or observing even the immediate outputs from the project.
Immediate effects

Lessons learned

Long-term effects

Project 1

Lessons
learned

Immediate
effects

Long-term
effects

Project 2

PMG
1

Owner

2

SG

1

2

PM

1

2

PG

1

2

Figure 14: Real situation of responsibilities of the project participants and management levels and their durations.
By acting according to this practice, how can be known if right things are done
or not, if the outcomes and their effects are not followed?
The optimal situation in project activities would be that the PMG follows all the
projects and prioritizes those as described already in the literature part in chapter
2.1.2 and also in presentation of the case company’s project model in chapter 4.2.3.
Respectively the owner of the project should follow the outputs of an owned project.
Rest of the project organization (SG, PM, PG) should deal the project and check if
it achieves its targets or not and also go through all the lessons learned. This kind
of practice is shown in Figure 15.
Follow-up of projects is also heavily related to learning from projects, developing
both individual and organizational competences, and increasing the efficiency in
project activities as stated also. [36], [10] The missing follow-up of projects also
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Figure 15: Optimal situation of responsibilities of the project participants and
management levels and their durations.
conflicts with the objectives of project acitivities about understanding of the overall
project situation, enhancing the portfolio control and learning from projects.

6.2

Competences in projects

As presented in results in chapter 5.2, competences in general were seen in the
questionnaire slightly differently by the PMs and the PG members. PMs on average
saw that projects were more missing some competence areas than PG members
thought. On the other hand PMs were agreeing more than the PG members with
the claims about own and collective competences of the project group.
This distinction could be due to the difference between PM and team members
how the project is seen as a whole. PM has more likely a better picture of the whole
project than single team members, whereas single team members may see their own
responsibility area really clear but no other areas. This same conclusion may explain
the difficulty, that PG members had, in evaluating competence areas in a project.

6.3

Competence management in single projects

According to the interviewees and the questionnaire, the process of competence
management in a single project was created and it is presented in Figure 16. The
model describes the process as it is in the IT unit. Even though the model presented
in Figure 16 is IT unit specific, it has many common traits with the model created
on the base of the literature and presented in chapter 2.3.3. Both of them follow
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mainly the progress of the project and the gathering of the project team, and is
performed on the side of the human resources management.

Figure 16: The CM process in projects in the IT unit.
Competence management process in a project in the IT unit starts with recognizing
the needed competences. Recognizing is largely related to the planning of the project,
while all the substance matter competences are defined by the requirements of the
project.
After recognizing the needed competences, CM process proceeds into acquiring
phase, where mostly individual competences are acquired at first. This phase is
basically the gathering of the project team. Competences at this phase are individual,
because the project team is formed by individuals. Competences can be acquired
in multiple ways: firstly, part of the competences are achieved simply by gathering
the project team and getting the competences of team members in use. Secondly,
competences can be acquired by patching the known competence shortages for
example by training some special areas for the project team members. These
trainings are often related to some technical substance matters concerning a project
but also trainings about project work and management are possible and offered
by the PMO of the IT unit. These two ways explain the acquiring of individual
competences for the project.
In addition, collective competences need to be acquired. These competences
cannot exist before the individual competences exist [36], which in the case of a
project indicates that the participants of a project have had to be gathered together.
These collective competences are in the IT unit acquired mostly by agreeing on
common working practices in the project with the PG and the SG under direction of
the PM and by arranging meetings and workshops.
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Ensuring the competences are marked in gray for describing that it is not formally
done in competence management process. Partly it is conducted side by side with the
acquiring phase of individual and collective competences, but most of the interviewees
saw that there were no conscious practices for it.
The optimal situation is that all the competences are acquired and ensured when
the project starts. Thereby, a project has the best conditions to work. However,
often after a project starts, there can still be some changes, which demand some new
competences, or some competence shortages, which were not noticed before in the
recognizing or acquiring phases of the CM process. In these cases, the CM process
goes back in recognizing and acquiring needed competences to update the project.
This is described in the Figure 16 with the dash line arrows.
Competences and their lacks were eventually quite comprehensively recognized
because also the shortages could be named as stated in results. However, the
recognized competences were mostly individual competences related to substance
matters. Social skills of PG members and collective competences described in chapter
2.2.2. were not highlighted by any of the interviewees. Challenges in competence
management were more in the acquiring and ensuring phases.

6.4

Projects in bigger picture

This sub chapter concludes some of the details observed from many separate challenges
and practices. At first, the features of IT project are once more presented and their
requirements from project participants are stated. Second, the external and internal
points of view on project success are discussed and compared to the results and their
analysis. Third, competences and learning from projects are brought up and finally
the dependence on individuals is discussed.
Understanding the premises of IT projects
In the case presentation was introduced three features of the IT unit that defines its
project activities greatly: supportive role, fragmented responsibilities and external
participants. These all are facts, which should be understood, controlled and acted
according to their requirements on every level of project activities. In practice, this
means, that from single project team members via single project manager to PMG
members all should be highly competent in projects and in the demanding project
environment. The first two are highlighted also in the literature [33] as characteristics
for IT projects, which demand more from all the participants in IT projects.
Especially the PMs should devote to working practices of the PG, ensuring the
shared understanding of the project and keeping the project team members motivated
even if their responsibilities were small. This way the risks of failures in projects can
be minimized. [19] [24]
In addition to single project level, also PMG should focus more on projects and
especially on the follow-up of the outputs.
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Project and its success from internal and external points of view
Both the PMs and the SG members saw that mostly the projects succeeded well,
because the targets were achieved and the feedback from end users was good. SG
members saw this as a credit of great PMs and clear goals in projects. The projects
were mostly seen successful even if a project had faced some challenges or changes
during the project. Many of these challenges and changes for example stretched the
schedule.
The point of view on project success described above is external and seemed to
be easier to evaluate and more valued compared to internal point of view, where the
success of project’s working methods are evaluated rather than the outcomes of the
project. [3] On this side, there seemed to be more challenges which can be concluded
for example from the questionnaire where the PMs and the PG members disagreed
for example in clear targets and working practices of the project team.
Competences and a learning organization
Competences recognized and taken into account seemed to be mostly individual,
where as collective competences were given less attention. Also the individual
competences were mostly substance matter related and soft skills were less pondered.
Also learning from the projects has been left for individuals while the project, their
outcomes and lessons were not shared or followed outside the project organization, at
least not formally. This way the case company is not and will not be a learning stable
project organization as described by Vartiainen, if it does not change its practices.
[36]
Dependence on individuals
Perhaps the most visible single factor in all doings, was the dependence on individuals.
This was seen in every level of project activities: PG, SG and PMG.
Firstly, dependence of the PM was noticed in multiple ways: the working practices
of the project team, the meeting practices of both the PG and the SG and the cooperation between a PG and a SG. Second, the work of SGs was also relied on few
SG members and their activity only when it came to steering the project. Even if
the role of SG seemed to be realised quite well, the work was in reality done by one
or two SG members. Third, the practices of the PMG at the IT board or at the
single department level varied a lot according to single heads of departments. The
dependence on individuals was clearly seen also in earlier discussed matters such as
follow-up of the project and their outputs, and learning from projects. Also thanks
to competitive individuals, single projects seem to success (from the external point
of view) quite well, and at this moment, experienced PMs are relied on heavily in
success of projects.
Employee turnover at the case company is low, and in the IT unit even lower,
which prohibits dependence related problems to escalate. If the turnover was any
more massive, the problems may distinct more. This on the other hand, may force
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the company to invest more active in knowledge sharing and transfer of knowledge
and competences for organizational level.

6.5

Conflicts between the objectives of the project model and
working methods in the projects

Objectives for project management and activities at the case company were defined
in project model in use. Those objectives were presented in chapter 4.2.4. Next, the
conflicts described earlier in discussion are gathered here together and presented in
Tables 4 and 5 in the same order. The practices conflicting with objectives were
divided into six categories arising from the results and earlier discussion. These six
categories were dependence on individuals, portfolio management on department
level, control given to single projects, follow-up of projects missing, lessons learned
poorly utilized and vendors ignored.
Dependence on individuals means all the practices which were somehow dependent
on individual persons. These were already concluded in previous chapter. Portfolio
management on department level refers to the practice that the responsibility of
portfolio management is actually on a single departments rather than on the IT unit
board. Control given to single projects in turn describes all the responsibilities that
should be conducted on the portfolio management level according to the project
model in use. Those responsibilities are such as prioritizing and following the project
outputs.
Follow-up of projects missing were given its own category even if it tightly relates
to control over the projects. However, it was seen one of the biggest challenges, while
firstly the on-going projects were not properly followed on portfolio level and second,
all the outputs of projects were not either followed after projects had ended. Lessons
learned poorly utilized refers the practices in which the lessons learned in a project
are not gathered until in the end of the project and are not often reviewed outside
the project organization, if even there.
The sixth category is vendors ignored, which means that in many practices it is
not properly paid attention to the presence of vendors within projects even if most of
the project are done with one or more vendors. One example of this is the common
workspace for project teams and a missing practice with vendors.
The first objective of project management, "to get common project methods and
database in use", was conflicted by the dependence on individuals while all the single
projects work on their own way. This objective is also affected by the IT security
challenge when there are vendors involved in projects.
Both the objective about enhancing portfolio control and the objective about an
understanding of the overall project situation are conflicting with multiple practices.
At first, if everything is dependent on individuals, the portfolio cannot have the
control. Second, the PMG is not in practice on the highest possible level but on
the department level, which makes both objectives difficult. Third, the practice
where the control of the single projects is given for the single projects themselves,
complicates both objectives. Neither does the missing follow-up of projects promote
these objectives.
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Table 4: Conflicts between the practices of project activities and project management
objectives of the project model. objectives are presented on the top row and practices
on the left column. x marks a conflict between an objective and a practice.

Conflicts

Dependence on
individuals
PMG on
department
level
Control
given to
single
projects
Follow-up
of projects
missing
Lessons
learned
poorly
utilized
Vendors
ignored

To get
common
project
methods
and
database
in use

To enhance
project
portfolio
control of
schedule,
resources and
expenses of the
projects

The
organization
have an
understanding
of the overall
situation of all
projects

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

To
develop
project
management as a
continuous
process

To train
project
participants

x

x

The last two objectives of project management were quite well handled and were
not especially lifted up in the study. However the objective of developing project
management as a continuous process is difficult if the lessons learned from projects
are not utilized.
The objectives of project activities in general were effectiveness, control, profitability, and competences and open communications. The conflicts between these
and the practices are presented in Table 5. All of these objectives had multiple
conflicts with the current practices.
Effectiveness is not reached if project activities are so dependent on individuals, if
PMG is on the department level and if the control is mostly given to single projects.
All of these practices create multiple ways of working even if the uniform way of
working would be more effective. Same way, control as an objective is not reached.
Control is also lost when the projects and their outputs are not followed and the
lessons learned are not utilized.
Also profitability is highly related to the objectives, practices and conflicts with
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Table 5: Conflicts between the practices of project activities and the objectives of
project activities in the project model. Objectives are presented on the top row and
practices on the left column. x marks a conflict between an objective and a practice.

Conflicts
Dependence on
individuals
PMG on
department
level
Control
given to
single
projects
Follow-up
of projects
missing
Lessons
learned
poorly
utilized
Vendors
ignored

Profitability

Competence and
open
communications

Effectiveness

Control

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

the previous chapter. However, the dependence of individuals was not so clearly
affecting the profitability according to the interviews. The last objective of project
activities, competence and open communications, is in conflict with the dependence
of individuals, missing follow-up and poor utilization of lessons learned. These all
hinder the development of competences especially on the organizational level.

6.6

Sources of error

As the study was conducted through interviews and questionnaire, and not by
participating in projects, the findings and conclusions are purely made on the basis
of stories and answers offered by project participants. On the other hand, this kind
of study set-up enabled objective and unbiased observation on every project for the
researcher. On the other hand however, there was no way to question or emphasize
differently any answers.
The projects studied were in very different phases as shown in Table 1 in chapter
3.1. Due to this, some projects were finished a long time before this study and on
the other hand, some of the projects had just begun. The interviewees from already
finished projects may have not recalled everything or may have had wrong memories.
The interviewees from on-going projects could not analyse all the matters at the
time of interviews.
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The borderline between the project and line or functional work seemed to be
rather blurry in the interviews with some PMs. In particular, blurriness was seen
with the PMs who worked as part-time project managers. They occasionally did not
evaluate project as it is but pondered the entity, of which part could be maintain
work after the project. Therefore projects managed by an external PM may have
been evaluated differently compared to projects managed by an internal PM. In
this context, internal PM is a person, who works on the line organization with same
substance matters than in the project. External PM in turn, is a full-time project
manager or person from earlier described PM pools. On the other hand, internal
PMs had better visibility on outputs of the project and their further development
and utilizing.
Collective competences in turn, were not especially highlighted in any interviews
by the interviewees or the interviewer. It may have caused some bias in responses of
the interviewees, because individual competences seemed to be easier to comprehend
and analyse. However, collective competences were indirectly asked in other interviews
and in the questionnaire.
In the questionnaire, some answer options could be mixed and different answer
from project participants could mean the same thing. For example in competence
areas, it seemed according to the comments left in the questionnaire and the interviews
with PMs, that occasionally not needed was the same thing than suitably. Also
the participants of on-going projects answered differently on those claims, which
regarded for example project ending: some chose "I cannot answer", and some "I do
not agree nor disagree".

6.7

Recommendations for further research

There were a few separate topics, which could be useful to examine more about project
activities at the case company: the borderline between work done as a project and as
small development in line work, and program management. The difference between
project and small development was noticed to be fickle. Many of the interviewees
and project experts agreed that there is plenty of work which is executed as small
development even though it should be done as a project, and vice versa. Also the
program management, as stated before, was not as mature as project and portfolio
management.
Regarding competences and competence management, there were also a few
angles, that could be researched further: learning from the projects and more
effective portfolio management.
Many objectives of the company’s project activities were related to learning from
projects and more efficient portfolio management. The challenges detected during
this study were also highly related to those areas. Therefore, a study which focuses on
the portfolio level or on the effects between projects and the whole organization, could
be advantageous. How could portfolio management be enhanced? How can projects
utilize earlier projects? How could an organization learn and utilize knowledge more
from its previous projects?
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This study focused only on one case company and its rather small unit. Therefore,
a wider study in more units or companies could be useful to gather more data and
to generalize findings. On the other hand, this study focused on only studying the
ways competences are managed in projects but did not offer any proved solutions for
challenges found.
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7

Conclusions

This case study has explored projects and project activities in the internal IT unit
of a Finnish public company operating in the ICT business. During five months, the
researcher acquainted herself with the IT unit of the case company, its projects and
competence management in projects.
In the beginning of the study, the objective was to generally observe the project
practices and detect the largest challenges or areas of improvement in project activities
in the IT unit. After thorough research, it was noticed that many of the challenges
were related to competences and competence management. Therefore the remainder
of the study was focused on competence management, and in exploring the ways
competences are managed in single projects. Recognizing, acquiring and ensuring
required competences were determined as the main factors forming competence
management in single projects.
The study was divided into two parts: a literature review about projects, competences and competence management and an empirical study. The latter was for
the most part carried out by interviews. During two interview rounds, common
practices, challenges and competence management in projects were discussed with
project managers and steering group members of the nine projects owned by the IT
unit, and members of the IT unit portfolio management group. In addition to the
interviews, a questionnaire about working methods and competences in projects was
created for internal project group members and project managers.
It was observed that competence management in projects is not a highly controlled
entity in the IT unit of the case company. Projects are frequently done in every
department of the IT unit on their own terms and as separate entities. The outputs of
the projects are not followed accurately not to mention reflection and the transition
of knowledge and lessons learned from single projects to the organization.
Almost everything in project activities counts on individuals, their competence and
presence. So does competence management in projects, which is mostly considered
as a responsibility of the project manager.
Competences, as described in the literature review, can be viewed from multiple
perspectives: either from the employee or the work point of view, or from the
combination of them. Competences in this study were mostly explored and considered
from the work point of view, while it was more investigated whether a project succeed
in competence management altogether for a project’s sake than for an individual.
It seemed that internal individual competences are managed quite well mostly due
to the fact that internal human resources and their competences are well known. On
the other hand, external and collective competences were not managed as successfully
as the internal competences. However, there are external parties such as vendors
and partners in nearly every project owned by the IT unit, which emphasizes the
importance of managing also other than internal competences. Neither the collective
competences or the social skills were especially highlighted, but most interviewees
focused on individual competences only relating to substance matters. Still some
challenges described in chapter 5.1 were related exactly to lack of social skills and
collective competences, such as communication or shared understanding.
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The study revealed that competence management as a whole in single projects is a
rather uncontrollable and unconscious process, which is somehow performed in parallel
with the other project management duties of a project manager. Largest challenges
of managing competences in single projects were: (1) acquiring competences from
external resources as well as from internal resources, (2) ensuring those competences
in order to avoid challenges caused by the lack of these competences and (3) to
develop and achieve the required level with collective competences. The largest effort,
however, seems to be on a higher level i.e. the portfolio level and in the transition
of the knowledge and competences from single projects and the individual project
participants to other employees and the organization.
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A

Appendix A: Project participants

General
– Solution Manager, IT unit
– Program Manager, IT unit
– Change Manager, IT unit
– Change Manager, IT unit

Preliminary interviews
Project managers (9):
– Program Manager, IT unit
– Project Manager, IT unit
– Architect, IT unit
– Senior Project Manager, non IT unit
– Senior Project Manager, non IT unit
– Architect, IT unit
– Project Manager, IT unit
– Head of Department, IT unit
– Development Manager, IT unit

Second interviews
Project managers (8)
– Program Manager, IT unit
– Architect, IT unit
– Senior Project Manager, non IT unit
– Senior Project Manager, non IT unit
– Architect, IT unit
– Project Manager, IT unit
– Head of Department, IT unit
– Development Manager, IT unit
Steering group members (6):
– Head of Department, IT unit
– Head of Department, IT unit
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– Head of Department, IT unit
– Group controller, non IT unit
– Head of Department, non IT unit
– Director,
Portfolio management group (4):
– Head of Department, IT unit
– Head of Department, IT unit
– Head of Department, IT unit
– Vice president, IT unit

Questionnaire
Project team members
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B

Appendix B: Preliminary interview with project
managers - structure

Projektipäällikkö
1. opinnot
2. työtehtävät
3. Kuinka pitkään olet toiminut projektipäällikkönä?
4. Kuinka montaa projektia olet vetänyt?
5. Oletko käynyt joitain koulutuksia?
6. Oletko saanut jonkin sertifikaatin?
7. Miten olet vetänyt projekteja?
(a) täysipäiväisesti
(b) tietyllä prosenttimäärällä työstä, millä?
(c) jotenkin muuten
8. Oletko vaihtanut tehtävää kesken projektin? Miksi?
(a) hypännyt päälliköksi jo käynnissä olevaan projektiin
(b) lopettanut päällikkönä kesken projektin

Tarkasteltava projekti
Tavoite
”Mikä oli projektin tarkoitus?”
1. Mikä oli business case projektin takana?
2. Mitä lisäarvoa projektilla oli tarkoitus tuottaa? Onnistuttiinko siinä?
Perustiedot
”Millainen projekti oli?”
Budjetti
3. Mikä on projektin budjetti?
4. Jos valmistunut, ylittikö vai alittiko budjetti alkuperäisen?
5. Jos ei valmistunut, miltä budjetti näyttää?
Aikataulu
6. Mikä on projektin aikataulu?
7. Jos valmistunut, ylittikö vai alittiko aikataulu alkuperäisen?
8. Jos ei valmistunut, miltä aikataulu näyttää?
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Osallistujat
Omistaja
9. Kuka on omistaja?
10. Mikä on omistajan ja projektin suhde?
11. Miten omistaja tuki projektia?
12. Kuka on omistaja?
13. Mikä on omistajan ja projektin suhde?
14. Miten omistaja tuki projektia?
Ohjausryhmä
15. Keitä kuuluu ohjausryhmään?
16. Miten valittiin?
17. Miten ohjausryhmä tuki projektia?
Projektipäällikkö
18. Miten valittiin?
Projektitiimi
19. Kuinka iso?
20. Ketä tiimiin kuuluu? Kaikki sisäisiä? Partnereita? Alihankkijoita?
21. Miten tiimiläiset käyttivät aikaa projektiin?
22. Miten tiimiläiset valittiin? Kuka valitsi?
23. Miten tiimi oli roolitettu? Miten roolit oli jaettu tiimiläisten keskuudessa?
24. Koulutettiinko projektitiimiä jotenkin?
25. Tarvittiinko projektissa jotain erityisosaamista?
26. Mitä osaamista löytyi jo valmiiksi?
Sidosryhmät
27. Mikä olivat projektin sidosryhmiä?
28. Mitkä olivat tärkeimmät sidosryhmät (”key stakeholders”)?
29. Kuinka paljon sidosryhmiä oli?
30. Miten sidosryhmät osallistettiin projektiin?
Asiantuntijat
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31. Käytettiinkö projektissa asiantuntijoita?
32. Kuinka paljon?
33. Minkä alan?
34. Mitä varten?
35. Oliko asiantuntijoilta allokoitu tietty osa työajasta kyseisen projektin asiantuntijatehtäviin? Vai toimiko suhde muulla tavalla?
36. Mikä asiantuntijoiden rooli oli?
Työskentelytavat
”Miten projektissa työskenneltiin?”
37. Miten projektissa työskenneltiin?
38. Olitko mukana jo projektin suunnitteluvaiheessa?
39. Jos projekti valmis tai loppusuoralla: Miten projektin lopetus sujus?
40. Miten muutoksia kontrolloitiin ja miten niihin varauduttiin? (esim henkilöstövaihdokset tai jonkin toteutuksen muutos)
Tiedonhallinta
”Mitä projektiin liittyvällä tiedolla ja osaamisella tehtiin?”
41. Mistä löytyy kaikki tieto projektista?
42. Miten tietoa jaettiin projektilaisten kesken?
(a) Tiesikö koko tiimi, mikä projektin tavoite oli?
(b) Tiesikö koko tiimi, mitä muut tiimiläiset tekivät?
43. Mitä projektiin liittyvällä tiedolla ja opeilla tehdään projektin aikana?
Onnistuminen, ongelmat ja kehitys
”Missä onnistuttiin, mikä meni penkin alle?”
”mitä olisi kannattanut tehdä toisin?”
44. Missä onnistuttiin erityisen hyvin projektin aikana? Mikä on mennyt erityisen
hyvin?
45. Mitä olisi kannattanut tehdä toisin?
46. Mitkä olivat suurimpia ongelmia? Mitkä saattavat olla niitä vielä?
47. Mietittiinkö projektin kohdalla sen peruuttamista?
48. Miten hyödynsit/aiot hyödyntää projektissa esiin nousseita asioita tulevissa
projekteissa?
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Appendix C: Questionnaire

Questionnaire about the competences in projects
This questionnaire is a part of a master’s thesis about competence management
in projects. The questionnaire is in English, but also Finnish can be used when
answering open questions.
Project
Which project did you work for? (Choose only one. If you have participated in
multiple projects listed below, please fill separate form for every project.)
Alasvetovalikko
Project team and working in it
Evaluate following sentences from the project and your point of view by choosing
one option from the range. If you don’t have a clue of some sentence, you can also
choose “I cannot tell”.
1. The targets and the intended benefits of the project were clear.
2. The documentation and knowledge sharing practices supported the work of
the project team.
3. The meeting practices supported the work of the project team.
4. Co-operation and communication with partners and stakeholders worked well.
5. The project team had a good team spirit.
6. The project team worked effectively.
7. The project team was missing some competences and that complicated my own
work.
8. The project outputs were clear and commonly understood.
9. The project team had enough competences to transfer the project outputs to
the maintenance organization without any major problems.
10. Lessons learned during the project were shared and discussed between the
project team.
11. My role and duties in the project were clear.
12. I had enough knowledge and competences to perform my own duties.
13. I received the necessary training for new areas of expertise from the project.
Avoin kenttä (vapaaehtoinen):
Open your answers below if needed (in Finnish or English)
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Competence areas in projects
Next, some competence areas needed in the projects of IT unit are named. Think
them through the project you were in, and estimate the amount of them in the
project (too little – suitably – too much – not needed). Also here you can choose “I
cannot tell”.
1. Processes
2. Business
3. Specification (analysis, specification and documentation of processes and functionality)
4. Systems (i.e. SAP, Cognos, CRM)
5. Technical implementation (technical planning, coding/configuration, testing)
6. Approval testing

Avoin kenttä (vapaaehtoinen):
Open your answers below if needed (in Finnish or English)
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Appendix D: Second interview with project managers - structure

Projektin alku
1. Miten selvitettiin, mitä osaamista projektissa tarvitaan?
2. Miten tarvittavat osaamiset hankittiin projektille?
(a) Kuka hankki?
i. Mikä rooli eri tahoilla (salkkujohtoryhmä, omistaja/ohjausryhmä,
projektipäällikkö, joku muu?) oli tässä?
ii. Miten saavutettiin yhteinen näkemys siitä, mitä eri osaamisia tarvitaan ja mistä ne hankitaan?
(b) Mistä hankittiin?
i. Oma yritys
ii. Toimittaja
iii. Jostain muualta
(c) Miksi hankittiin juuri tietyistä paikoista?
i. Miksi valittiin esimerkiksi tietty toimittaja?
3. Miten kunkin yksilön/tahon osaaminen varmistettiin/vahvistettiin?
Projektin aikana
4. Miten projektin alussa tehty osaamisen määrittely onnistui? Entä sen hankkiminen? Entä sen vahvistaminen?
(a) Huomattiinko puutteita määrittelyssä, hankkimisessa tai vahvistamisessa?
i. Miten puutteisiin reagoitiin?
5. Miten osaamista johdettiin projektin aikana?
(a) Kenen vastuulla osaamisen johtaminen oli?
(b) Mikä vaikutus toimittajan mukanaololla oli osaamisen johtamiseen?
6. Miten projektissa tapahtuneet muutokset vaikuttivat?
7. Miten projekti onnistui? Miksei onnistunut? Miten projektin tuomat muutokset
onnistuttiin jalkauttamaan?
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Appendix E: Interview with steering group members - structure

ohjausryhmän rooli ja vastuut
1. Mitkä ovat ohjausryhmän rooli ja vastuut yleisesti projekteissa?
(a) Toteutuivatko rooli ja vastuut tässä projektissa? Miten/miten ei?
(b) Oliko ohjausryhmän kokoonpano sellainen, että kaikki tarvittavat alueet
tuli katettua? Mitä puuttui?
i. Oliko ohjausryhmän koko sopiva?
ii. Ymmärsivätkö kaikki jäsenet roolinsa ohjausryhmässä?
(c) Oliko ohjausryhmän jäsenillä tarpeeksi aikaa ohjausryhmätyöskentelyä
varten?
i. Jos ei, niin mitä tehtiin?
ii. Oliko omistajalla/ohjausryhmän pj:llä varattuna myös ylimääräistä
aikaa projektipäällikkölle?
(d) Kokoontuiko ohjausryhmä säännöllisesti/sovitusti?
2. Miten ohjausryhmä varmistaa projektille onnistumisen edellytykset ja miten
se toteutui tässä projektissa? (Ennen projektia - projektin aikana - projektin
päättymisen jälkeen)
(a) Miten resurssit ja niiden riittävyys projektiin varmistettiin?
(b) Miten varmistettiin projektin suunnitelman pätevyys?
(c) Mitä tehtiin muutostilanteissa?
3. Mikä on ohjausryhmän rooli osaamisen johtamisessa yleisesti projekteissa?
(a) Miten saavutetaan yhteinen näkemys osaamisesta ja sen johtamisesta
eri tahojen (projektipäällikkö/projektiryhmä, ohjausryhmä, salkkujory)
välillä?
(b) Mikä se rooli oli tässä projektissa?
(c) Miten projektipäällikkö valittiin?
(d) Miten projektipäällikkön ja projektiryhmän osaaminen varmistettiin?
Yhteistyö
4. Miten ohjausryhmän ja projektiryhmän välinen yhteistyö toimi?
(a) Projektin tavoite: saatiinko yhteinen näkemys ja oliko selkeä eri tahoille?
(b) Saatiinko projektiryhmältä tarpeeksi tietoa?
(c) Miten ja milloin ohjausryhmä puuttui projektiryhmän toimintaan?
i. Oliko jotain, mihin olisi pitänyt puuttua, muttei puututtu?
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ii. Oliko jotain, mihin puututtiin, vaikkei olisi tarvinut/pitänyt?
5. Miten jory näkyi projektille?
(a) Nousiko projektista jotain sellaista, joka piti viedä jorylle?
Ulkoistukset ja toimittajat
6. Ovatko tapahtuneet ulkoistukset muuttaneet jotain toimintatapoja ohjausryhmän näkökulmasta?
7. Miten toimittajien mukanaolo tässä projektissa vaikutti ohjausryhmän työskentelyyn? Entä projektiin?
(a) Miten sisäinen ja ulkoinen ohjausryhmä toimivat yhteen?
Onnistuminen
8. Miten projekti onnistui ohjausryhmän näkökulmasta? Miksei onnistunut?
(a) Miten olisi onnistuttu paremmin?
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Appendix F: Interview with portfolio management
group members - structure

Rooli ja tehtävät
1. Mikä on johtoryhmän rooli IT-yksikön projektitoiminnassa?
2. Miten päätetään, mitä projekteja yksikössä aletaan tehdä?
3. Miten (käynnissä olevia) projekteja seurataan?
(a) Mitä niistä seurataan?
(b) Miten saadaan tietoa projekteista, joiden ohjausryhmäläisiä ei ole joryssa?
4. Miten seurataan jo päättyneiden projektien tuloksia/hyötyjä?
(a) Miten opitaan jo tehdyistä asioista?
Projektit ja niiden onnistuminen
5. Miten varmistetaan onnistumisen edellytykset projektille?
(a) Miten varmistetaan, että projekteilla on toimivat ohjausryhmät? Kenen
rooli tämä on tai pitäisi olla?
6. Miten varmistetaan, ettei projekteja ole kerralla liikaa käynnissä ja resurssit
ovat riittäviä käynnissä oleviin projekteihin?
(a) Mitä tehdään, jos tulee muutoksia tai ongelmia resurssien riittämättömyyden kannalta?
(b) Mikä on projekti- ja linjatyön välinen suhde?
(c) Miten projektien väliset riippuvuudet vaikuttavat? Kenen näistä pitäisi
olla vastuussa?
7. Mikä on joryn rooli osaamisen johtamisessa projekteissa?
(a) Miten saavutetaan yhteinen näkemys osaamisesta ja sen johtamisesta
eri tahojen (projektipäällikkö/projektiryhmä, ohjausryhmä, salkkujory)
välillä?
(b) Miten resursseja ja niiden riittävyyttä mietitään osaamisen kannalta?
8. Nouseeko yksittäisten projektien asioita esille joryn tasolle? Esim resurssien
riittämättömyys tms tai muutokset budjetissa, aikataulussa tms
(a) Mitä? Mistä (sisältä/ulkoa)? Miten? Milloin? Miksi?
(b) Miten niihin reagoidaan? Mitä toimenpiteitä ne aiheuttavat?
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Ulkoistukset
9. Ovatko ulkoistukset muuttaneet mitään toimintatapoja joryssa? Mitä ja miten?
(a) Miten tekemistä saataisiin paremmin ositettua, jotta ulkoistuksia pystyttäisiin tekemään tehokkaasti ja hyödyllisesti?

